
BOROUGH OF BARROW-IN-FURNESS

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Meeting: Wednesday 15th January, 2020
 at 2.00 pm. (Committee Room No 4)

NOTE: Group Meetings at 1.15 p.m.

A G E N D A

PART ONE

1.  Urgent Items

To note any items which the Chairman considers to be of an urgent 
nature. 

2.  Delegations

To receive notice from Members who may wish to move any 
delegated matter non-delegated and which will be decided by a 
majority of Members present and voting at the meeting.

3.  Admission of Public and Press

To consider whether the public and press should be excluded from 
the meeting during consideration of any of the items on the agenda.

4.  Declarations of Interest

To receive declarations by Members and/or co-optees of interests in 
respect of items on this Agenda. 

Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of 
Conduct, they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary 
interests or other registrable interests which have not already been 
declared in the Council’s Register of Interests.  (It is a criminal 
offence not to declare a disclosable pecuniary interest either in the 
Register or at the meeting).

Members may however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and 
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such 
disclosable pecuniary interests which they have already declared in 
the Register,  as well as any other registrable or other interests.  



5.  Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members  

6.  Confirmation of Minutes

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 27th November, 2019.

  5 - 18

7.  Presentation by Sabine Skae (Collections & Exhibitions Manager) 
Dock Museum  on the Heritage Lottery Fund Bid  

FOR DECISION 

(R) 8.  Protocol for the Award of the Freedom of the Borough 
 

19 - 26

(R) 9.  Review of Enforcement Policies for Public Protection Services 
 

27 - 92

(R) 10.  Elected Members Code of Conduct - Licensing Matters 
 

93 - 134

(D) 11.  Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy 
 

135 - 144

(D) 12.  Council Finances Quarter 2 2019-2020 
 

145 - 152

(D) 13.  Catering Contract - Forum and Dock Museum 
 

153 - 154

(D) 14.  Appointment on Outside Bodies, Panels, Working Parties etc. 
 

155 - 156

NOTE (D) – Delegated
(R) – For Referral to Council

Membership of Committee

Councillors Barlow
Biggins
Blezard
Brook (Chairman)
H. Edwards
Hamilton
Maddox
W. McClure
Morgan
Pemberton
L. Roberts (Vice-Chair)
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Jon Huck
Democratic Services Manager
01229 876312
jwhuck@barrowbc.gov.uk
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Meeting: Wednesday 27th November, 2019
at 2.00 pm. (Committee Room No. 4)

PRESENT:- Councillors Brook (Chairman), Roberts (Vice-Chairman), H. Edwards, 
Hamilton, Maddox, R. McClure (Items 1-10 and 12), W. McClure (Items 1-10 and 
12), Morgan (Items 1-9) and Pemberton.

Also Present:- Sam Plum (Chief Executive), Sue Roberts (Director of Resources), 
Janice Sharp (Assistant Director - Housing), Les Davies (Housing Maintenance 
Manager), John Penfold (Corporate Support Manager (Items 7-13) and Jon Huck 
(Democratic Services Manager and Monitoring Officer).

56 – Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Barlow, Biggins and Blezard.

57 – Minutes

The Minutes of the meeting held on 23rd October, 2019 were agreed as a correct 
record.

58 – Presentations on the Egerton Court Hub and South Cumbria Community 
Safety Partnership Plan

A presentation was given by Alison Meadows (Cumbria County Council), Chris 
Jones (Barrow Borough Council), Sarah Jackson and Jim Bailey (Cumbria 
Constabulary) and Ged Pickersgill (Project Manager - The Well) on the Egerton 
Court Hub.

A presentation was given by Simon Blyth (South Lakeland District Council) on the 
Community Safety Partnership Plan.

RESOLVED:- 

1. To note the presentation by Alison Meadows (Cumbria County Council), Chris 
Jones (Barrow Borough Council), Sarah Jackson and Jim Bailey (Cumbria 
Constabulary) and Ged Pickersgill (Project Manager - The Well) on the Egerton 
Court Hub.

2. To note the presentation by Simon Blyth (South Lakeland District Council) on 
the Community Safety Partnership Plan.

59 – South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership Plan

The Committee was reminded the Committee that the Council fulfilled its Community 
Safety Partnership statutory duty by collaborating with South Lakeland District 
Council and other agencies in the South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership.  
Members and Officers had attended meetings regularly to receive information and 
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assist in the shaping of how Community Safety issues had been addressed across 
the area.  The CSP had produced a brief plan which set out the priorities which the 
partnership sought to address.  The plan was considered by the Committee.

RESOLVED:- To note the South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership Plan.

60 – Housing Management Forum: Recommendations

The recommendations of the Housing Management Forum held on 30th October, 
2019 were submitted for consideration.

N.B. The Minutes are reproduced as Appendix 1 to the Minutes of this meeting.

RESOLVED:- That the recommendations of the Housing Management Forum be 
agreed, as follows:-

Future Use of Eamont Close Community Centre and Guest Bedroom

1. To note the information on the consultation with Residents and Members;

2. To agree that the Assistant Director - Housing, in consultation with the Director 
of Resources, had appointed Chris Bugler (Chartered Architect) to carry out an 
initial feasibility design of the proposed conversion, followed by a detailed 
design and cost evaluation; the appointment was for the duration of the project; 
and

3. To agree that once a detailed design and cost evaluation had been agreed, 
Officers would procure a suitable qualified Contact to undertake the work.

61 – Risk Register and Policy

The Corporate Support Manager informed the Committee that Management Team 
had reviewed the Council’s Risk Register at a special meeting on 4th September and 
had identified new risks and made changes to the presentation format.

The new Risk Register, which contained Corporate and Operational risk along with 
the updated Council’s Risk Policy was considered by the Committee.

RESOLVED:- To accept the changes to the Risk Register and Policy.

62 – Progress on Council Performance Indicators

The Corporate Support Manager reminded the Committee that the Council had 
approved a revised Performance Management Framework and indicators in 
December 2018.

A review of the indicators had been undertaken and it had been agreed that along 
with the current service data, the relative information for the targets would be 
provided.
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The service performance indicator outputs for Quarters 1-2 were considered by the 
Committee.

Where there had been significant variation in the outputs compared to Quarters 1-2 
the reasons for the variation was considered.

1. The number of food safety standard inspections was below target that was 
attributable to staffing levels which was being addressed by an on-going staff 
recruitment exercise. The Public Protection Team had focussed on inspecting 
the higher risk businesses during that period and 89% of these inspections had 
been completed. The Public Protection Manager also structured the inspections 
from high to low risk. 

2. Forum attendance figures were above the target: The forum’s programme 
continued to grow and develop, attracting some of the largest touring shows and 
comedians in the country. In addition, the forum now reported the Building users 
91,245 and the total income £129,000. That included additional information that 
was requested by this Committee at its meeting in September.

3. The ‘Operational/ Contractor’ performance indicators were marginally below the 
target set but had improved significantly since Quarter 1. That was attributable to 
improvements in data reporting and a targeted approach by the Streetcare Team 
and the waste contractor.

4. The first quarter reporting on the number of starters and leavers at Life Leisure; it 
would take the full reporting year to start seeing some frequency in the results.

RESOLVED:- To note the report and continue to receive the performance indicator 
report on a quarterly basis.

63 – Barrow Town Deal and Update on Town Centre Funding Opportunities

The Chief Executive informed the Committee that on 6th September 2019 the 
Government had announced that Barrow-in-Furness had been identified as one of 
100 places which would be invited to develop proposals for a Town Deal. That could 
see up to £25m of public investment funding being delivered to Barrow as part of the 
£3.6bn national fund. 

Guidance for the fund had recently been published, with that setting out the 
processes for the preparation development of a deal and the range of interventions it 
may be used for.

As the lead authority there would be a requirement for the Council to establish a 
Town Deal Board including the Local Enterprise Partnerships, County Council 
together with key community and business representatives. 

While further guidance was still awaited it was anticipated that the Town Deal Board 
would advise on the development of a Town Investment Plan wherein investment 
priorities would be defined with the Council acting as accountable body. 
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Working closely with partners the Council was currently developing effective 
Governance arrangements for the Town Deal and other projects. To ensure there 
was an effective forum to engage elected members it was also proposed to establish 
a new board to ensure the effective engagement of elected members.

The Government expected that the deal would be tailored in response to the specific 
issues and opportunities within the town with the intention being that the deal would 
be capable of supporting economic growth.

The deal would be required to operate within a defined geographic area and the 
Government were proposing to use the Office of National Statistic’s defined Barrow-
in-Furness Built-up Urban Area.  While recognising the Government’s intention to 
establish consistent national parameters for the definition of Town Deal area, it was 
proposed that “Deal” area be enlarged to ensure Barrow’s waterfront, the full extent 
of Barrow Island, local plan allocations and the built up parts of Walney were 
included within scope.

Supporting the development of the Town Investment Plan would be a requirement 
for significant and proactive, community, business and stakeholder engagement.  In 
support of that process the Council would receive £162,000 in capacity funding.

In developing proposals there would be a requirement to meet a number of key 
milestones, including:

Town Deal Board convened – January 2020
Town Investment Plan guidance published – early 2020
Town Investment Plan prepared – Summer 2020
Town Deals agreed – by March 2021

Recognising the process to be followed key next steps would include establishing 
the Town Deal Board, commencing the scoping of a community, business and 
partner engagement strategy, establishment of a programme for the delivery of the 
town deal and confirmation of the geography to be eligible for town deal support.

The Committee was also reminded that Barrow had been also been short listed for 
Future High Street and Heritage Action Zone Funding.  With respect to the Future 
High Street fund members noted that a consultant team led by Cushman and 
Wakefield had been appointed to undertake business case development.  Working 
with the Council and key partners they would be required to have a draft business 
case completed by March 2019 and a final by June 2020.

Supporting the development of the business case, two rounds of public engagement 
would be required in December 2019 and February 2020.  Officers would ensure 
elected members would be engaged through workshops, briefings and the new 
Major Projects Advisory Board before consideration of the final bid proposals at the 
meeting on 20th May 2020 of this Committee.

Following shortlisting of Duke Street for Heritage Action Zone Funding the Council 
was now designing a programme of interventions for delivery. That would be used by 
English Heritage to determine the level of grant (up to £1.9m) would be available. 
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The proposed programme would need to be submitted by 20th December with a 
funding decision anticipated by January 2020. A report would be submitted to the 
Member Panel on 13th December, 2019.

RESOLVED:-

1. To note the proposed next steps in developing town deal proposals including 
the establishment of the Town Deal Board and the development of a project 
plan, including communications plan;

2. To note the proposed geographic extent of the Towns Deal; and

3. To note progress with the development of the Future High Street Fund and 
Heritage Action Zone proposals

64 – Budget Timetable and Assumptions

The Director of Resources report set out the 2020-2021 budget timetable key dates, 
the main assumptions that the budget estimates would be based on, and the 
consultation material.

RESOLVED:- To note the budget timetable, assumptions and consultation exercise.

REFERRED ITEMS

THE FOLLOWING MATTERS ARE REFERRED TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION

65 – Housing Management Forum: Recommendations

The recommendations of the Housing Management Forum held on 30th October, 
2019 were submitted for consideration.

N.B. The Minutes are reproduced as Appendix 1 to the Minutes of this meeting.

RESOLVED:- That the recommendations of the Housing Management Forum be 
agreed, as follows:-

Asset Management Strategy 2020-2025

To recommend the Council:-

1. To agree the content of the Housing Department’s 2020-2025 Asset 
Management Strategy;

2. To agree to prioritise future investments to housing related assets based on the 
results of the sustainability scoring matrix; and

3. To agree that Officers would produce a new five-year Asset Management 
Investment Plan for each of the Council’s five housing management areas for 
Members’ consideration at their meeting to be held on 16th January, 2020.
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66 – The Council Plan 2020-2024

The Corporate Support Manager reminded the Committee that the Council Plan had 
been revised to take into account updates to the Council’s priorities to meet the 
future challenges and opportunities for the Borough. The Council Plan 2020-2024 
had been developed with input from both Members and Officers, to ensure the 
Council as a whole understands and strived to achieve the Council’s priority 
outcomes. 

The Council Plan was a key strategic document which sets the priorities for the 
Borough and would guide decision making, including how public money was spent 
during the period 2020-2024. It sat alongside the MTFS and also reflected the plans 
and strategies of other organisations that the Council would work with. 

The Council Plan sets our strategic direction for the next four years. It was 
underpinned by a performance management framework which would ensure that 
resources were targeted in the right areas to deliver priorities. 

The vision of the Council was for the Borough to be a great place to live, work and 
visit.

The vision would be achieved through three Council Plan priorities;

Enabling our residents to live happy, healthy, productive lives. 

Creating vibrant, safe and welcoming places where people want to live. 

Supporting our economy to thrive and benefit all our residents.

The Values and Behaviours together with the three priorities were also considered 
by the Committee.

The draft Plan was yet to be finalised in terms of format and final text updates; the 
priorities and objectives were not expected to change but the actions may be 
rephrased or updated.

The final copy of the Council Plan 2020-2024 would be circulated ahead of the 
Council meeting. A designed version would go to Full Council for publication along 
with a ‘Plan on a page’ with success measures aligned. 

Progress and achievement of the Council’s objectives would be monitored through 
the Performance Management Framework and reported to the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee. 

RECOMMENDED:- To recommend the Council to endorse the updated Council Plan 
for the period 2020-2024.

The meeting closed at 4.15 pm.
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HOUSING MANAGEMENT FORUM

Meeting: Monday 30th October, 2019
at 2.00 p.m. (Committee Room No. 4)

PRESENT:- Councillors Hamilton (Chairman), Burley, Gawne, Johnston (Minute No’s 
21-24 only) and McEwan.

Tenant Representatives:- Mrs M. Anderson and Mr A. McIntosh.

Officers Present:- Janice Sharp (Assistant Director - Housing), Les Davies 
(Maintenance and Asset Manager and Paula Westwood (Democratic Services Officer 
- Member Support). 

19 – Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members

Apologies for absence had been received from Councillors Barlow, Brook and 
Robson.  Councillor Johnston had attended as a substitute Member.

20 – Minutes

The Minutes of the meeting held on 9th September, 2019 were taken as read and 
confirmed.

21 – Future Use of Eamont Close Community Centre and Guest Bedroom

The Assistant Director - Housing submitted a report regarding consideration of the 
future use of Eamont Close Community Centre and guest bedroom.  Both of these 
facilities were situated within the Eamont Close development and the provision 
stemmed back to when the development had been classed as sheltered 
accommodation for older people and had a resident Warden, part of whose duties 
was to manage the Community Centre and guest bedroom.  It had been noted that 
the Council had moved away from employing resident Wardens many years ago and 
since then, particularly over 15 years or so, the Community Centre and guest 
bedroom had been managed by Residents.

Guest Bedroom

It had been quite common practice to provide a guest bedroom for relatives to stay 
when visiting Tenants in sheltered accommodation.  The current charge was £7.50 
per night and the records indicated very little use (only once or twice a year) over the 
recent past.  On a practical level, such a facility needs input on a regular basis from 
managing its use and collection of charges, through to ensuring it was safe for use, 
cleaning and making ready when there was a booking.  The charges did not reflect 
the cost of managing the facility. 

Having regard to the future use of the guest bedroom, it would not be practical for the 
Housing Service to manage it on a daily basis.
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Community Centre

Over the years, the Residents’ association had been active in opening the facility on 
a daily basis, although the events had slowly declined over some years.  The usage 
of the Community Centre was often dependent on a few volunteers to make it work.

In view of the current position with the facility, consideration had been given to the 
future use.  In seeking a solution, meetings had taken place in Spring 2019 with 
Residents of Eamont Close and surrounding areas and the three Ward Councillors 
for North Walney.  The initial meeting had been well attended and there had been a 
feeling that Residents wanted to maintain some form of Community Centre as there 
was no other community facility on North Walney.  However, it had been recognised 
that the facility was not utilised to its full capacity with some rooms not being used.  A 
briefing paper from that meeting had been included as an appendix to the report.

Subsequent meetings had taken place with a sub group comprising of Residents and 
Members and it had been agreed that the Assistant Director of Housing should look 
at a feasibility design of the site to look at converting the site to accommodate two 
bungalows with a smaller Community Centre being retained.

Chris Bugler, Chartered Architect, had proposed a feasibility design of two, two-
bedroomed bungalows with a smaller Community Centre central to the design, which 
had also been included as an appendix to the report.

On 24th September, 2019 a further meeting had taken place with Residents and 
Members to present the design and gain views from Residents.  All those present 
had agreed, in principle, to the proposed changes.  A copy of notes taken at that 
meeting had been included in an appendix to the report.

Members had been requested to note that the proposed arrangement would create 
two wheelchair-accessible ground-floor flats and in terms of re-letting the resultant 
properties, the area was popular and it was envisaged that there would be demand 
for them.

A further report would be put before this Forum in January 2020 when costings and 
options had been further explored. 

RECOMMENDED:-  

1. To note the information on the consultation with Residents and Members;

2. To agree that the Assistant Director – Housing would investigate the option and 
costs to convert the building into two separate unites of wheelchair accessible 
accommodation with a smaller Community Centre;

3. To note that the Assistant Director – Housing, in consultation with the Director 
of Resources, had appointed Chris Bugler (Chartered Architect) to carry out an 
initial feasibility design of the proposed conversion, followed by a detailed 
design and cost evaluation; the appointment was for the duration of the project; 
and
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4. To agree that once a detailed design and cost evaluation had been agreed, 
Officers would procure a suitable qualified Contractor to undertake the work.

22 – Performance Information Report

The Assistant Director - Housing submitted information relating to the Housing 
Performance Indicators for 2019/2020 in comparison with previous years.  The 
information is attached at Appendix 1 to these Minutes.  

RESOLVED:- To note the information.

23 – Planned Investment and Planned Maintenance Expenditure 2019-2020

The Assistant Director - Housing submitted information relating to the Planned 
Investment and Planned Maintenance Programme for 2019/2020.  The information is 
attached at Appendix 2 to these Minutes.

RESOLVED:- To note the information.

REFERRED ITEMS

THE FOLLOWING MATTERS ARE REFERRED TO COUNCIL FOR DECISION

24 – Asset Management Strategy 2020-2025

The Assistant Director - Housing submitted a report with the purpose of seeking 
Members’ approval to publish and implement the Housing Department’s 2020-2025 
Asset Management Strategy.  

She advised that the Housing Department produced a detailed Asset Management 
Strategy every five years.  The Strategy sets out the Council’s strategic long-term 
approach to managing Council housing assets.  The Housing Department’s vision 
was to provide well maintained estates where people choose to live.  The Strategy 
provides detailed analysis with regard to:-

1. Sustainability
2. Stock condition
3. Housing demand 
4. Business risks 
5. Investment priorities

A copy of the draft Strategy for 2020-2025 had been appended to the report.

In summary, the 2020-2025 Asset management Strategy sets out the Council’s 
strategic long-term approach to managing the Council’s housing assets and sets out 
a number of key objectives with regard to maintenance investments, compliance and 
service delivery over the next five years. The Strategy does not include specific 
details of the type and nature of investment works required on each estate.
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It had been noted that Officers were in the process of analysing the Stock Condition 
findings to enable the results to be incorporated into individual Asset Management 
Plans for each of the Council’s five housing estates.  These supporting documents 
would contain detailed information about each community with regard to tenure, stock 
condition and housing demand to help identify, implement and monitor the short to 
medium-term estate-based investment priorities.  Each plan would contain details of 
properties most in need of improvement and would ensure investments were 
prioritised on a “just in time” and “worst first basis”.

Officers would provide Members with a further detailed report containing each estate 
based investment plan for consideration at their meeting to be held on 16th January 
2020.

RECOMMENDED:- 

1. To agree the content of the Housing Department’s 2020-2025 Asset 
Management Strategy;

2. To agree to prioritise future investments to housing related assets based on the 
results of the sustainability model scoring matrix; and

3. To agree that Officers would produce a new five-year Asset Management 
Investment Plan for each of the Council’s five housing management areas for 
Members’ consideration at their meeting to be held on 16th January, 2020.

The meeting closed at 2:34 p.m.
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HOUSING PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Arrears & Collection- Dwellings (exc. Dispersed) Actual 
2017/18

Actual 
2018/19

Apr-June       
2019/20

Apr-Sept 
2019/20

Apr-Dec 
2019/20

Apr-Mar 
2019/20

£ Rent & Service Charges due (Excluding empty properties) £10,913,680 £10,638,866 £2,658,734 £5,534,578   

£ Rent loss due to empty dwellings (voids)   £47,424 £91,651   

£ Current Arrears £473,551 £477,382 £526,760 £521,512   

£ Former Arrears £300,205 £279,954 £306,171 £336,599   

£ Write Offs (Gross) £71,297 £142,675 £0 £0   

No. tenants evicted for rent arrears 19 14 2 5   

£ Rent Arrears UC claimants Unable to provide until October 2019 £232,224   

Arrears & Collection - Other Properties       

£ Rent arrears Dispersed  (Homeless) £2,586 £2,381 £2,091 £3,887   

£ Rent arrears Garages £7,789 £3,860 £5,686 £5,097.17   

£ Rent Arrears Shops £6,337 £3,565 £8,099 £3,852   

£ rent loss due to empty Garages  £1,536 £340 £766   

£ rent loss due to empty Shops  £0 £0 £0   

Voids & Lettings (General Needs)       

Total Dwellings 2579 2557 2555 2551   

Total number of re-lets 255 207 60 132   

%  of re-lets accepted on first offer 63.1% 57.4% 58.3% 64.8%   

Number of re-lets that underwent Major Works 84 73 19 42   

Average re-let time in days (all re-lets) 54 61 65 62   

Number of units vacant and available for letting at 
period end 

7 5 9 awaiting info   

Number of units vacant but unavailable for letting at 
period end 

28 43 38 awaiting info   

No.tenancies terminated 189 223 55 117   

Dwelling void at end of reporting period  48 46 35   

Tenancy Turnover % 7.3% 8.7% 2.2% 4.6%   

Major Works & Cyclical Maintenance       

Percentage of dwellings with  a gas safety certificate 
renewed by anniversary  100% 100% 100%   

Percentage of homes that fail to meet the Decent Homes 
Standard   0% 0%   

Homelessness FROM APRIL 2018       

Average days in temporary (dispersed) accommodation 58.8 61 61 50   

Average days in B&B accommodation 5.81 6.6 18 14   

Number of triage assessments 528 137 300   

Number of Homeless Prevention cases opened 146 29 67   

Number of Homeless Relief cases opened 142 45 108   

Number that failed to attend appointments 73 27 55   

Number of Successful Prevention cases 95 26 58   

Number of Successful Relief cases 77 40 88   

Number cases closed without successful outcome 34 20 29   
Number of decisions made that main housing duty is not 
owed 16 4 7   

Number owed the main housing duty (final duty)

Unable to 
provide 

until 
2018/19

6 0 0   

Employees       

Average permanent employee headcount 43 50 49 49   
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Number of leavers 9 6 0 0   

Ave. working days lost / sickness absence 11.3 14.1 21.3 19   

Customer Complaints       

The number of Stage 1 complaints upheld in the year 3 5 awaiting info awaiting info   

Direct Debit Payers       
Total number of direct debit payers (includes full and 
partial)    949   

Water Charge Collection       

Number of rent agreements where a water support tariff or 
help to pay scheme is in place 552 801 875 891   

Housing Register       

Cumbria Choice Register- Total number of applications that 
are Active or Under Review Active for the period shown 1127 1419 1430 1365   

Cumbria Choice Register- Total number of new applications 
submitted in the period shown 865 835 165 335   

Housing Stock       

Houses 1205 1188 1185 1180   

Flats 1218 1213 1214 1215   

Bungalows 156 156 156 156   

General Needs Dwellings 2579 2557 2555 2551   

Dispersed 13 17 18 17   

Homeless (Cold Weather Provision) 0 0 0 0   

New Lives Project 2 2 0 0   

Adelphi Court 12 12 12 12   

Total Dwelling Stock 2606 2588 2585 2580   

Community Centres 5 4 4 4   

Leaseholds 215 219 219 219   

Garages 504 504 504 504   

Shops 19 19 19 19   

TOTAL PROPERTIES 3349 3334 3331 3326   

RTB & Land Values       

£ Houses £779,460 £741,265 £164,980 £394,580   

£ Flats £47,700 £88,000 £0 £0   

£ Bungalows £0 £0 £0 £0   

£ Land £0 £0 £0 £0   

TOTAL £827,160 £829,265 £164,980 £394,580   

Sold 2018/19 Sold YTD

17 8

4 0

0 0

0 0
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SCHEME PROCUREMENT
TYPE

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

EXPENDITURE TO
DATE

ESTIMATED
START DATE

ESTIMATED
COMPLETION DATE CONTRACTOR Leaseholders

affected?

GREENGATE ESTATE RE-
ROOFING WORKS

Procure Plus Holdings £900,000 £ 24,696 1.4.2019 31.3.2020 DLP Roofing No
WINDOW & DOOR
REPLACEMENTS

VARIOUS HOUSING AREAS
Procure Plus Holdings £200,000 £ 224,999 1.4.2019 31.3.2020 RICHMOND

JOINERY No

WALNEY RENDER & DAMP
PROOFING WORKS

Procure Plus Holdings £320,000 £ 142,656 1.4.2019 31.3.2020 DLP Roofing Yes

LOWER HINDPOOL RE-
ROOFING WORKS (HOUSES)

Procure Plus Holdings £217,500 £ - 1.9.2019 31.3.2020 DLP Roofing No

LOWER HINDPOOL RE-
ROOFING WORKS (FLATS)

Procure Plus Holdings £208,000 £ 109,246 1.4.2019 31.3.2020 DLP Roofing Yes

COMMUNAL ENTRANCE
LIGHTING

Procure Plus Holdings £40,000 £ - 1.11.2019 31.3.2020 K WILSON Yes

COMMUNAL ENTRANCE
PAINTING

Procure Plus Holdings £10,000 £ - 1.1.2020 31.3.2020 GEORGE JONES Yes

EWAN CLOSE REPLACEMENT
DOORS

Procure Plus Holdings £96,000 £ - 1.10.2019 31.3.2020 SSS GROUP Yes

REWIRES Procure Plus Holdings £306,000 £ 168,974 1.4.2019 31.3.2020 K WILSON No

HEATING Procure Plus Holdings £420,000 £ 317,015 1.4.2019 31.3.2020 AFM GAS Ltd No

PAINTING Procure Plus Holdings £180,000 £ - 17.8.2019 31.3.2020 G JONES Yes

HOUSING MAINTENANCE COMMITMENTS 2019-20

Funding Available EXPENDITURE TO
DATE

Weekly
Available Gross Comm. as a % funds available

Tenant Demand Repairs £ 1,241,357 £ 461,664 £ 23,872 37%

Voids £ 538,997 £ 357,363 £ 10,365 66%

Gas Servicing £ 311,572 £ 148,217 £ 5,992 48%

Decoration Vouchers £ 30,000 £ 8,442 £ 577 28%

Environmental Impmts £ 5,000 £ 318 £ 96 6%

Disabled Adaptations £ 100,000 £ 67,979 £ 1,923 68%

Electrical Testing £ 61,000 £ 46,313 £ 1,173 76%

Door Entry Maintenance £ 19,176 £ 13,721 £ 369 72%Gas - Building/Replacement £75,000.00 £12,905.00
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  Part One

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 15th January, 2020

Reporting Officer:  Chief Executive    

(R)

Title: Protocol for the Award of the Freedom of the Borough 

Summary and Conclusions: 

1.1 Making an award of the Freedom of the Borough is the highest honour 
that the Council can bestow in recognition of excellence and 
achievement.  

1.2 There are presently no guidelines or protocol governing the way in 
which the Council makes such awards.  This report proposes the 
adoption of a protocol for the award of the Freedom of the Borough.

Recommendations: 

To recommend Council adopt the protocol for the award of the Freedom of the 
Borough as attached to this report.

Report

1. The conferment of Freedom of the Borough is the highest honour that 
the Council can bestow.  To be granted freedom of the borough is a 
mark of distinction upon the person whom the Council wishes to honour.  
The Freedom itself carries no privilege and is purely an honour, 
reflecting the eminence of the person on whom it is conferred or as 
recognition of significant and valuable services rendered to the borough 
by that person.

2. Whilst there have been a number of Honorary Freedoms given by the 
Borough, the Council currently does not have any protocols governing 
the way in which the Council makes such awards, and a draft has been 
proposed for this purpose.  The draft protocol is attached as Appendix 1 
to this report.

3. Members are requested to consider adoption of the protocol for the 
award of the Freedom of the Borough.

(i) Legal Implications

The statutory provisions in respect of Honorary titles are set out in s.249 of 
the Local Government Act 1972 (as amended by the Local Democracy, 
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Economic Development and Construction Act 2009).  The Act provides that a 
special meeting of the Council must be convened for the specific object of 
passing the resolutions.  The resolutions must be passed by not less than two 
thirds of the Members present.

S.249 also provides that a council may spend such reasonable sum as it 
thinks fit for the purpose of presenting an address or a casket containing an 
address to a person on whom they have conferred an Honorary title.

(ii) Risk Assessment

There is a risk that awards are made without an agreed protocol.  The 
consequence being lack of clarity around awards and inconsistency of 
approach which could be mitigated by an agreed protocol.

(iii) Financial Implications

Whilst there are no direct financial or procurement implications associated 
with the establishment of a protocol governing the award of the Freedom of 
the Borough there would be one-off costs at the time that the Council 
determines that it wishes to make an award or confer a title.

These costs would include the cost for any ceremony, including catering, and 
the provision of vellum scroll or other approach for award.  There would also 
be implications for staff in preparing for any meeting/ceremony. The costs could 
be in the region of £5,000-£7,000 and all additional direct costs would be met from 
the Contingency Reserve.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no Health and Wellbeing implications.

Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Debbie Storr

Appendices: Protocol for the Award of Freedom of the Borough/Nomination Form
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1

Barrow Borough Council 

Protocol for determining whether the
Freedom of the Borough should be conferred

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Section 249 of the Local Government Act 1972 empowers a local authority to 
confer the “Freedom of the Borough” to persons of distinction, who have in the 
opinion of the Council, rendered eminent services to the Borough.

1.2 The Freedom of the Borough is the highest honour that the Council can grant.  
It will only be used sparingly and awarded on merit to exceptional persons.  It 
should not be given too often.  The overriding principle must be that this 
award should be made on merit, defined as:

• Achievement
• Exceptional Service

1.3 Awards should not be for a job well done or because someone has reached a 
particular level. They should be awarded because an individual has, ‘gone the 
extra mile’ in the contribution they have made or stand out ‘head and 
shoulders’ above others in what has been achieved.

2.0 Background

2.1 It is important that, if a nomination to confer an Honorary Freedom is to be 
considered, that all Members of the Council will be in possession of sufficient 
facts in order to make a decision as to whether the honour should be 
conferred. Furthermore, there may be instances where there are strongly held 
views for and against and these need to be addressed as far as possible in 
advance of an Extraordinary Council meeting called for the purpose. The 
Council will want to meet with the clear consensus that the person of 
distinction is to be honoured and not humiliated by the proceedings. A 
unanimous decision is desirable, but the absence of unanimity cannot prevent 
the nomination coming forward for consideration by the Council.

2.2 To be granted, the title of Honorary Freeperson is a mark of distinction upon 
the person whom the Council wishes to honour.  Conferring the Freedom of 
the Borough does not grant the title holder any privileges, legal rights or 
responsibilities. For example, they have no rights to attend Council or 
Committee meetings, nor can they be paid an allowance. However, it does 
maintain a symbolic connection with the Council and it is hoped that those 
who are awarded this honour will support the Office of the Mayor at civic 
events and functions.
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3.0 Criteria for conferring the Freedom of the Borough

3.1 It is in the interests of transparency and public confidence that the Council 
adopts clear criteria for conferring the Freedom of the Borough.  It is proposed 
that one or more of the following are used as the criteria for the award:  The 
person has

• demonstrated exceptional achievement or service to the community which 
is outstanding in its field;

• made a real difference in their field of work or their community;
• brought distinction to the Borough or enhanced its reputation;
• given outstanding military service;
• demonstrated innovation, entrepreneurship or exceptional business 

acumen which has delivered benefits to the Borough;
• evidenced exceptional charitable service to the Borough, through either a 

national or locally based charity; 
• evidenced exceptional voluntary service to the Borough or any part of it or 

community within it; 
• carried the respect of and inspired his/her peers;
• significantly improved the lot of those less able to help themselves or 

suffering disadvantage;
• promoted community cohesion;
• displayed moral courage and vision in making and delivering tough 

choices;
• contributed to the Borough beyond the call of duty in a way that stands out 

above others.

3.2 Only in exceptional circumstances should consideration be given to the 
admission of organisations.

3.3 As this is the highest honour that a Borough Council can grant, it should be 
used sparingly and should not be given too often in order to preserve its 
status and value.

3.4 The awarding of the Freedom of the Borough to Service Units “to march 
through the streets of the Borough with bayonets fixed, drums beating and 
Colours flying” is really an empty grant.  The practice has been generally 
accepted and provides a dignified and satisfactory means of enabling a 
Borough to honour a distinguished unit of Her Majesty’s forces.

4.0 Procedure to be adopted on receipt of a Motion to confer the Freedom of 
the Borough

4.1 Nominations for persons or organisations to be granted the Freedom of the 
Borough, may be made by any Elected Member to the Monitoring Officer on 
the appropriate form (See Appendix A).  Each nomination must contain the 
support of the Elected Member’s Group Leader and where appropriate, the 
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Member should first raise the matter for discussion within their Political Group.  
An Elected Member who is not a member of a Political Group must have the 
support of at least one of the Political Group Leaders.

4.2 The Monitoring Officer will write to all Elected Members once during the 
Municipal year, to draw their attention to the opportunity to make nominations.

4.3 On receipt of the Nomination form the Monitoring Officer will ensure that 
sufficient information has been provided on the form.  Full reasons why the 
person should be considered must be included: 

• a person of distinction; or 
• a person who has rendered eminent services to the Borough. 

4.4 The Freedom Panel - When in possession of sufficient information, the 
Monitoring Officer will convene a Panel of each of the Leaders of the Political 
Groups on the Council (Deputy Leaders can substitute if their Leader is 
unable to attend), with relevant officers (The Freedom Panel) to consider:

• whether they have sufficient information on which to form a view and, if 
not, to instruct officers to seek further information; 

• once satisfied that they have adequate information, whether there is 
sufficient support for the matter to go on to the Council for decision. 

4.5 In the event that it is concluded that it is unlikely that the nomination will receive 
sufficient support, the Monitoring Officer will advise the Elected Member who 
made the nomination of this conclusion and the reasons for reaching it. The 
Elected Member will then be given the opportunity to withdraw his/her 
nomination, although the Member will still be entitled to have his/her nomination 
considered by the Council. 

4.6 Extraordinary Council Meeting - Should it be concluded that it is likely that 
there will be a two thirds majority voting in favour of the nomination, the 
Monitoring Officer will convene an Extraordinary meeting of the Council 
specifically for the consideration of the one item of business. The timing of the 
meeting will be such as, so far as it practicable, to meet the availability of the 
individual concerned to attend and to concord with the Council’s diary 
commitments. 

4.7 The subject of the nomination will be invited to attend the Extraordinary meeting 
of the Council where the nomination is to be considered. 

4.8 At the Extraordinary meeting of the Council, there will be only the one item of 
business and the Monitoring Officer will submit a report setting out the matters 
considered by the Freedom Panel and the recommendation of the Panel to 
Council to approve the nomination. 
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4.9 The resolution should recite the grounds upon which the recommendation is 
being made, and details of the public services rendered by the nominee should 
be included.  

4.10 The Mayor will take a vote on the recommendation of the Freedom Panel and a 
two-thirds majority of those present and voting is required. 

(Note: abstentions do not count as a vote and the required majority will be 
deduced from the number of Members actually voting on the item). 

4.11 After the passing of the resolution the newly admitted Freeperson (or 
representative of the organisation being admitted) should take the appropriate 
Oath and sign the Roll, his/her signature being witnessed by the Mayor and the 
Chief Executive or nominated Officer.

A sealed Certificate of the grant of Honorary Freedom should then be 
presented to the newly appointed Honorary Freeperson by the Mayor with an 
opportunity being given for the recipient to reply.

5.0 The Ceremony 

5.1 Arrangements for the ceremonial award will be made by the Democratic 
Services Manager after liaising with the Mayor, Political Group Leaders and 
the individual concerned.  This can be done either at the Extraordinary 
Council meeting and be followed by a Civic reception or at a Civic reception at 
a later date arranged specifically for that purpose.

5.2 The new Honorary Title will be added to the Freedom Roll for the Borough of 
Barrow

6.0 Revocation 

6.1 The Council retains the authority to revoke any award of the Freedom of the 
Borough at any stage following the conferment of the honour.  In doing so the 
Council will pass a resolution to revoke the status as Freeperson of the 
Borough.

6.2 In revoking the status of Freeperson the Council will remove the individual (s) 
from the role of honour in the Town Hall.
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APPENDIX A

BARROW BOROUGH COUNCIL 

NOMINATION FORM FOR FREEDOM OF THE BOROUGH

I, Councillor__________________________________________________________ 
wish to nominate the following person (organisation) to be considered for the status 
of Freedom of the Borough of Barrow-in-Furness. 

Nominee____________________________________________________________

I am aware that the overriding principle must be that this award should be made on 
merit, defined as:

• Achievement
• Exceptional Service

and that one or more of the following criteria needs to be applied to the 
achievements of the nominee. The person has:

• demonstrated exceptional achievement or service to the community which is 
outstanding in its field;

• made a real difference in their field of work or their community;
• brought distinction to the Borough or enhanced its reputation;
• given outstanding military service;
• demonstrated innovation, entrepreneurship or exceptional business acumen 

which has delivered benefits to the Borough;
• evidenced exceptional charitable service to the Borough, though either a 

national or locally based charity; 
• evidenced exceptional voluntary service to the Borough or any part of it or 

community within it; 
• carried the respect of and inspired his/her peers;
• significantly improved the lot of those less able to help themselves or suffering 

disadvantage;
• promoted community cohesion;
• displayed moral courage and vision in making and delivering tough choices;
• contributed to the Borough beyond the call of duty in a way that stands out 

above others.

I believe that they have met one or more of the criteria in the following way: 
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Please continue or attach supporting evidence.

We the undersigned Councillors support this nomination for Freedom of the Borough: 

NAME:

SIGNATURE:
   

NAME:

SIGNATURE:
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          Part One

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting:    18th December, 2019  

Reporting Officer:    Public Protection Manager

(R)

Title: Public Protection Services – Enforcement Policies 

Summary and Conclusions: 

Council approved the former Environmental Health Departments enforcement 
policies in October 2014. It has been necessary to review and refresh the General 
Enforcement Policy for Public Protection Services and also the service specific 
enforcement policies in relation to Food Safety and Health and Safety to replicate the 
departments’ name & management, changes in the law and in doing so also reflect 
the principles of the Regulators’ Code.

The existing enforcement policies were last updated in 2014 to include reference to 
the Regulators’ Code which came into force in April 2014.

Recommendation

To recommend the Council to approve the General Enforcement Policy for Public 
Protection Services and the specific Enforcement Policies for the work areas of Food 
Safety and Health and Safety. 

1.0 REPORT

1.1 Council approved the former Environmental Health Departments enforcement 
policies in October 2014. It has been necessary to review and refresh the 
General Enforcement Policy for Public Protection Services (Appendix 1) and 
also the service specific enforcement policies in relation to Food Safety and 
Health and Safety (Appendices 2 & 3) to replicate the departments’ name & 
management, changes in the law and in doing so also reflect the principles of the 
Regulators’ Code, namely; Transparency, Accountability, Proportionality, 
Consistency and Targeted Action.
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1.2 Section 6 of the Better Regulation Delivery Office’s (Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills) Regulators’ Code1 sets out the Government’s expectation 
that local authorities will ensure their approach to their regulatory activities is 
transparent. The provisions of Section 6 include an expectation that local 
authorities will publish a clear set of service standards, setting out what those 
they regulate should expect from them. These enforcement policies explain how 
the Council will implement the Regulators’ Code and what individuals, 
households; businesses and other agencies can expect from our enforcement 
activities.

1.3 The Regulators Code was introduced on the 6th April 2014 and all regulatory 
services within the Local Authority must have regard to this code when 
developing policies, operational procedures and undertaking regulatory activities.

1.4 The existing enforcement policies were last updated in 2014 to include reference 
to the Regulators’ Code which came into force in April 2014.  

2.0 Background

In 1998 the Cabinet Office published the “Enforcement Concordat” to help promote 
consistency in the UK regulatory enforcement regime. The Enforcement Concordat 
laid down the principles of good enforcement policy and, although a voluntary Code 
of Practice, it was adopted by 96% of all central and local government bodies with 
enforcement functions. Barrow Borough Council had previously signed up to the 
Enforcement Concordat.

Following the recommendations of the Hampton Report (2005)2 into regulatory 
functions and the burdens created by regulation, the Legislative and Regulatory 
Reform Act 2006 came into force. 

The ‘Regulators Compliance Code’, a Statutory Code of Practice for Regulators was 
bought in under the provisions of the Act to promote the Government’s better 
regulation agenda. The “Regulators Compliance Code”, supplements the provisions 
set out in the Enforcement Concordat, however in addition gives the Hampton 
Principles a statutory basis, and places a legal duty on regulators to have regard to 
five Principles of Good Regulation.3

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/regulators-code
2 Reducing administrative burdens: effective inspection and enforcement – Philip Hampton 2005 
3 Transparency, accountability, proportionality, consistency and targeted action. 
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(i) Legal Implications

The recommendation has no legal implications.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no, minor or significant implications.

(iii) Financial Implications

The recommendation has no financial implications.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no, minor or significant implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any of the 
protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Other Human Rights 

Any action undertaken by the Council, that could have an effect upon another 
person’s human rights, must be taken having regard to the principle of proportionality 
- the need to balance the rights of the individual with the rights of the community as a 
whole. 

Any action taken by the Council which affect another’s' rights must be no more 
onerous than is necessary in a democratic society.  The matter set out in this report 
must be considered in light of those obligations.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no adverse effect on the Health and Wellbeing of users of 
this service.

Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Public Protection Manager
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 

Version Draft 1.0 November 2019 Page 2 of 28 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Public Protection Services approach to dealing with non-compliance 
 
1.1. This document is the General Enforcement Policy (‘the Policy’) for Barrow 

Borough Council’s Public Protection Services (PPS). It is based on the principles 
of transparency, consistency and proportionality and sets out the key principles 
under which officers will seek to achieve compliance with the legislation the 
Council is required to enforce. The Policy conforms to the Regulators’ Code 
(Better Regulation Delivery Office [BRDO]) April 2014, and should be read in 
conjunction with any applicable service specific policies and procedures. 

 
1.2. The Policy has been reviewed and ratified by Council on XXXXXXX 
   
1.3. The primary purpose of Public Protection Services’ enforcement work is to ensure 

regulatory compliance and protection of the public.  To do this we will deliver 
efficient, targeted and proportionate regulatory activities that are focused to 
reduce risk. 
 

1.4. The Policy supports the Council’s vision for our Borough to be a great place to 
live, work and visit and our corporate priorities: 

• Enabling residents to live happy, healthy productive lives. 
• Creating a great place to live.  
• Supporting our economy to thrive to ensure a long term economic future for 

all our community.   
 

1.5. The Council and its officers will seek to protect and maintain high living, working 
and environmental standards for people in the Barrow Borough Councils area. 
 

1.6. The Council is committed to good enforcement practice and adherence to the 
current legislation, relevant guidance and codes of practice, which influence the 
policy (see Appendix A). 
 

1.7. This Policy has been developed in light of the Regulators’ Code and Public 
Protection Services will exercise its regulatory activities in a way which is: 

 
Proportionate – our activities will reflect the level of risk to the public and 
enforcement action taken will relate to the seriousness of the offence. 
 

Accountable – our activities will be open to public scrutiny, with clear and 
accessible policies, and fair and efficient complaints procedures. 
 

Consistent – our advice to those regulated will be robust and reliable; similarly, 
advice provided by others will be considered. Where circumstances are similar, 
a consistent approach/action to other local authorities will be followed where it 
complies with best practice. 
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 

Version Draft 1.0 November 2019 Page 3 of 28 
 

 
Transparent – those regulated will be advised appropriately so they 
understand what is expected of them and what they can anticipate in return. 
 

Targeted – resources will be focused on higher risk enterprises and activities, 
reflecting local need and national priorities. 

 
1.8. We will avoid imposing unnecessary regulatory burdens.1 Policies, procedures 

and practices will give due consideration to economic impacts and cost, with a 
view to encouraging compliance and confidence in those regulated.2 
 

1.9. The Council will ensure that regulatory officers have the necessary knowledge 
and skills to; 
 
• understand the principles of protecting the public; 
• support those that they regulate; 
• understand those they regulate; 
• understand the statutory principles of good regulation and how activities are 

delivered in accordance with the Regulators’ Code. 
 

1.10. The Policy will be published on the Council’s website, with service standards. 
More specific enforcement policies / procedures may be drawn up by each 
individual service area. Paper copies will be made available on request. 

 
  

                                            
1 Section 1.1, Regulators’ Code  regulators should avoid imposing unnecessary regulatory burdens through their 
regulatory activities. 
2 Section 2.1, Regulators’ Code   requires regulators, before changing policies, practices or service standards, to 
consider the impact on business and to engage with business representatives. 
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 

Version Draft 1.0 November 2019 Page 4 of 28 
 

2. Purpose of the Policy 
 
2.1. This  Policy  details  the  Public Protection Services’  approach  to  dealing  with  

non- compliance by businesses and members of the public with their regulatory 
and statutory responsibilities. 
 

2.2. This Policy sets out the framework for the Council against which it will seek to 
enable regulatory compliance by businesses and individuals. It also sets its 
standard of enforcement practice to ensure public protection. 
 

2.3. All officers will have regard to this document when making enforcement decisions. 
Any departure from this Policy must be exceptional, capable of justification under 
scrutiny and be agreed by the Director of Service. 
 

2.4. This provision shall not apply where a risk of injury or to health is likely to occur 
due to a delay in any decision being made. In cases of emergency or where any 
exceptional conditions prevail, the Chief Executive may suspend any part of this 
policy where necessary to achieve effective running of the service and/or where 
there is a risk of injury or to health of employees or any members of the public. 
 

3. Application of the Policy 
 
Scope of the policy and service areas referred to 
 
3.1. This document sets out what businesses and others being regulated can expect 

from the Council’s Public Protection Service functions. 
 
3.2. This Policy relates to those enforcement and regulatory functions discharged by 

the Council’s Public Protection Service, covering the Environmental Health (Food 
Hygiene, Health & Safety, Environmental Protection and Public Health) and 
Licensing work areas.  
 

3.3. This Policy is the General Enforcement Policy for Public Protection Services. We 
also have function specific enforcement policies / procedures / protocols in place, 
namely the approved Barrow Borough Council’s Health & Safety Enforcement 
Policy and Food Safety Enforcement Policy. 
 

3.4. The Policy does not cover the regulatory and enforcement functions delivered by 
Planning and Building Control Services, Streetcare or the Property Services 
Department.  
 

3.5. Our primary function is to achieve regulatory compliance in order to protect the 
public. The Council, however, reserves the right to take enforcement action in 
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 

Version Draft 1.0 November 2019 Page 5 of 28 
 

some cases after compliance has been achieved, if it is in the public interest to do 
so. 
 

3.6. Where offences or potential offences that impact on public safety are suspected 
and are outside the legislative remit of this Policy, officers will refer the matter to 
the relevant agency or Council service. Following referral, it shall be ensured that, 
through influence and / or escalation, the issues are thoroughly investigated and 
satisfactory feedback provided to the Council. 
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 

Version Draft 1.0 November 2019 Page 6 of 28 
 

4. Our approach to dealing with non-compliance 
 

 
4.1. Public Protection Services recognises that most businesses and individuals strive 

to comply with the law. Firm action, however, will be taken against those who flout 
the law or act irresponsibly. Particular focus will be given to circumstances where 
public safety is compromised. 

 
4.2. We will investigate all notifications / complaints of non-compliance. Anonymous 

complaints will be acted upon and investigated. 
 

4.3. We will generally carry out check visits or re-visits to assess compliance where 
prior advice or guidance has been given, before considering further action. 
 

4.4. Council officers and decision makers will carry out all of their enforcement duties, 
including taking formal enforcement action, in a fair, equitable and consistent 
manner. Whilst officers exercise judgement in individual cases, the Council will 
have arrangements in place to promote consistency including liaison with other 
agencies and authorities. 
 

4.5. Formal enforcement action will generally only be considered and taken in the first 
instance in cases where individuals have exposed the public or employees to 
unacceptable risk, compromised safety or welfare of the public / employees, 
environment or animal health and / or sought to obtain an unfair commercial 
advantage, or other such situations that are considered to be so serious as to 
warrant formal action. 
 

4.6. We will be accountable for the efficiency and effectiveness of its enforcement 
activities, while remaining independent in the decisions made. 

 
Advice & Guidance 

 
4.7. Where there is non-compliance we will clearly explain the non- compliance and 

provide opportunity for discussion, to ensure consistency and proportionality, 
unless there is a need for immediate enforcement action.3 
 

4.8. Any individual or businesses believing themselves to be at risk of non- compliance 
may seek advice from the Council without triggering enforcement action, where 
willingness is shown to resolve the issues. The Council, however, reserves the 
right to take action where the matter is sufficiently serious and it is in the public 
interest to do so. 

                                            
3 Section 2.2, Regulators’ Code  the requirement to provide an opportunity for dialogue does not apply where the 
regulator can demonstrate that immediate enforcement action is required to prevent or  respond to a serious 
breach, or where providing an opportunity for dialogue would be likely to defeat the purpose of the proposed 
enforcement action. 
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 
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4.9. It is understood that some members of the community may have specific 

requirements,  which  may  need  extra  advice  and  assistance.  Careful 
explanation will be given and if necessary the services of an interpreter may be 
used.  Appropriate translated material will be arranged or practical help provided 
for people with impaired hearing, vision or other impairment. 
 

4.10. The Council recognises that prevention is better than cure and will actively work 
with businesses and residents to provide advice on and assistance with 
compliance with the law. In doing this it will be ensured that; 

 
• legal requirements are made available and communicated promptly upon 

request; 
• the information provided will be in clear, concise and accessible language and 

will be confirmed in writing where necessary; 
• legal requirements and good practice / guidance aimed at improvements 

above minimum standards will be clearly distinguished; 
• reliable advice to support compliance will be provided; 
• there is collaborative working with other regulators where required;  
• where there is disagreement over advice given, regulators will reach 

agreement. 
 
4.11. The Council’s Scheme of Delegation, which includes details of who is responsible 

for managing investigations and making decisions on enforcement action, is 
available on the Councils website and can also be provided in paper copy, on 
request. 

 
Feedback & Influencing 
 
4.12. The Council will ensure that mechanisms are in place to allow those regulated, 

and the public, to express views, provide feedback and contribute to the 
development of regulatory policies and service standards. 

 
4.13. The Council will consider the impact on business, and engage with businesses, 

before changing policies and service standards. 
 
Fairness 
 
4.14. Officers will be courteous, fair and efficient at all times, and will identify 

themselves by name. 
 

4.15. We will give consideration to fairness, the human rights of individuals and 
generally natural justice in all aspects of enforcement work. 
 

4.16. The Council believes in openness and equality in the way services are provided 
and that every individual is entitled to dignity and respect. 
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Public Protection Services General Enforcement Policy 
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4.17. When making enforcement decisions the Council and its officers will aim to 

ensure there is no discrimination on the grounds of culture, ethnic or national 
origins, gender, disability, age, sexual orientation, political or religious beliefs, 
socio-economic status, or previous criminal conviction or caution which is not 
relevant to the current issue. 

 
Confidentiality 
 
4.18. It is normal practice to maintain the confidentiality of a complainant unless they 

agree to act as a witness in formal action taken by the Council, or the Council is 
required by law to disclose. Anonymous complaints will be acted upon and 
investigated. 
 

4.19. Where any officer of the Council becomes aware of any concern in enforcement 
practice or compliance requirements the matter shall, in the first instance, be 
escalated to their line manager. If this approach is not seen to be appropriate the 
issue should be raised with another manager.  The Council operates an employee 
“whistleblowing policy”, which provides for serious concerns to proceed 
confidentially. 

 
Charging for Enforcement 
 
4.20. Where legislation allows, and the Council has adopted powers, the responsible 

person will be charged a fee which reflects the officer time and ancillary costs 
involved with the preparation of a formal notice or in the carrying out of ‘Works in 
Default’ 

 
4.21. The responsible person will be advised of the potential of being charged for 

formal enforcement notices before any charge is incurred, unless the situation 
is an emergency. In emergency situations officers will make reasonable efforts 
to contact the responsible person. If the responsible person cannot be 
contacted or cannot respond quickly enough, formal action will be initiated and 
a subsequent charge made. 

 
Necessary and Proportionate 
 
4.22. Public Protection Services will choose proportionate approaches based on 

relevant factors.4 
 
4.23. In assessing what enforcement action is necessary and proportionate, 

consideration will be given to, amongst other things; 
 

• public protection and "risk to the public”; 

                                            
4 Section 1.1,  Regulators’ Code Regulators should choose proportionate approaches to those they regulate. 
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• the seriousness of the compliance failure; 
• the past and current compliance position/performance of any business 

and/or individual concerned; 
• any obstruction on the part of the offender; 
• the risks being controlled; 
• statutory guidance;  
• Codes of Practice;  
• any legal advice; 
• policies and priorities of Government and the Council; 
• a person’s age in relation to young people aged under 18; 
• the existence of a Primary Authority partnership registration. 

 
Council Interests 
 
4.24. Where the Council has enforcement and regulatory responsibility in relation to its 

own premises, the Council will enforce and legislate in accordance with legislation, 
procedures, and guidance.  This will be consistent across all premises regardless of 
ownership. Where individuals are investigated who are also Council employees, or 
where they have known connections to the Council in any capacity, the 
investigation will be conducted in accordance with procedures developed to ensure 
that conflict of interest is minimised, and that the investigation is conducted in an 
open, honest and accountable manner. All individuals and businesses will be dealt 
with consistently, regardless of whether or not they have an interest in the Council. 

 
Publicity of Enforcement 
 
4.25. Where we are successful in prosecution and a conviction of an individual or 

business, or have made an enforcement decision relating to licensed premises, 
vehicles, drivers and / or operators it may, upon legal advice, publish details of the 
offence, perpetrators and convictions in both electronic and paper publications. 
 

4.26. This would be done to have a deterrent effect and to make the public aware that the 
Council is taking effective enforcement action where it is necessary. 

 
Primary Authority & Other Agency Arrangements 
 
4.27. Where a Primary Authority exists, the Council will consult on responses to 

breaches. 
 

4.28. Where the Council is aware of likely non-compliance where the enforcement 
powers are shared or with another agency, the Council will liaise with the relevant 
agency.
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5. Conduct of investigations 
 
5.1. The use and gathering of evidence in relation to breaches of legislation able to be 

enforced by the Council will adhere to legal controls (see Appendix B). 
 

5.2. The powers used by authorised officers are determined and restricted to those set 
out in the appropriate statute and/or Council’s Delegation of Powers scheme which 
is available on the Council’s website and in paper format upon request. 
 

5.3. Where any officer conducting regulatory or enforcement functions is obstructed in 
the course of their investigations, and legislation allows, formal action will be 
considered for obstruction offences. 
 

5.4. Where legislation allows the seizure of equipment, articles, or items, the Council will 
adhere to legislation, guidance and specific policies in relation to those seizures. 
 

5.5. Certain offences, which are indictable, carry provision for arrest in accordance with 
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. Where necessary, the Council and its 
officers may request Cumbria Police to exercise their powers of arrest. 
 

5.6. Where it is believed that an offence has been committed, the Council will 
endeavour to interview where appropriate alleged perpetrators in accordance with 
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and related guidance. 
 

5.7. Legislation utilised by regulatory and enforcement officers, is often subject to 
statutory time limits for investigations from the point of discovery or commission of 
the offence. In all circumstances the Council will abide by these limitations when 
conducting investigations and when considering any subsequent enforcement 
actions. 
 

5.8. Levels of authorisation are detailed within the Council’s Scheme of Delegation, 
which is available upon request.  Within the Scheme of Delegation there is 
provision for levels of authorisations for certain enforcement actions such as 
prohibitions, seizures and works in default, which will require case review prior to 
authorisation. 
 

5.9. All prosecution work is subject to case review through the line management 
arrangements prior to authorisation at Services head level and in conjunction with 
the Director of Resources. 
 

5.10. Alleged offenders and witnesses will be kept informed of the progress of 
investigations.
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6. Decisions on Enforcement Action 
 
6.1. A range of actions are available to the Council which are set out in legislation. 

 
6.2. For the purposes of this policy, formal enforcement action includes (see Appendix C). 
 

• Compliance Advice, Guidance and Support; 
• Voluntary Undertakings; 
• Statutory (Legal) Notices;  
• Financial Penalties; 
• Injunctive Actions / Enforcement Orders etc; 
• Simple Caution; 
• Prosecution; and 
• Refusal / Suspension / Revocation of Licences. 

 
6.3. Where appropriate, additional guidance and codes of practice, including service 

specific policies and procedures will be taken into consideration. 
 
How decisions are made on enforcement action 
 
6.4. Decisions will take into account matters recognised in Section 4 of this policy, and 

also consider, and may take formal enforcement action, where advice has been 
ignored. 
 

6.5. Where formal enforcement action is necessary, the most appropriate course of 
action (from the range of sanctions and penalties available) will be considered with 
the intention of: 

 

• protecting public safety; 
• protecting the environment and animal welfare; 
• changing the behaviour of the offender; 
• eliminating any financial gain or benefit from non-compliance; 
• being responsive and considering what is appropriate for the particular 

offender and issue involved, including punishment and the public stigma that 
may be associated with a criminal conviction; 

• being proportionate to the nature of the offence and harm caused; 
• restoring the harm caused by non-compliance; 
• deterring future non-compliance. 

 
6.6. Before formal enforcement action is taken: 
 

• Where appropriate, unless immediate action is required e.g. to prevent 
the destruction of evidence or there is an imminent risk to public safety, 
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the environment or health and safety, there will be an opportunity to 
discuss the circumstances of the case. This discussion will usually follow an 
interview under caution if a prosecution is being considered. 

• Where immediate formal enforcement action is taken, which will usually be 
the service of a written notice, reasons for such action will be given at the 
time (if possible) and confirmed in writing within 5 working days. 

• Where there are rights of appeal against formal enforcement action, 
notification of the appeal mechanism will be clearly set out in writing at the 
time the action is taken. 

• Clear reasons will be given for any formal enforcement action taken, and 
confirmed in writing. 

• Risk presented from the non-compliance.5 
 

6.7. Where the responsible person has failed to respond once a breach of legislation 
has been brought to their attention or the breach is so severe as to present an 
imminent risk, it is very likely that formal action will be initiated. 
 

6.8. The decision to instigate legal proceedings will be determined by a number of 
factors, including: 

 

• the seriousness of the alleged offence; 
• the history of the party concerned; 
• the willingness of the business or the individual to prevent a recurrence of the 

problem and to co-operate with officers; 
• whether it is in the public interest to prosecute; 
• whether there is a realistic prospect of conviction; 
• whether any other action (including other means of formal enforcement 

action) would be more appropriate or effective; 
• the views of any complainant and other persons with an interest in 

prosecution. 
 
6.9. These factors are NOT listed in order of significance. The rating of the various 

factors will vary with each situation under consideration. 
 

6.10. Where appropriate there will be co-operation and co-ordination with any relevant 
regulatory body and/or enforcement agency to maximise the effectiveness of any 
enforcement. 

 
6.11. Where an enforcement matter affects a wide geographical area beyond the 

Borough boundaries, or involves enforcement by one or more other local 
authorities or organisations; where appropriate all relevant authorities and 
organisations will be informed of the matter as soon as possible and all 
enforcement activity co-ordinated with them. 

                                            
5 Section 3.2,  Regulators’ Code  Regulators should consider risk at every stage of their decision-making processes 
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6.12. Where the law allows Public Protection Services will share intelligence relating to 

wider regulatory matters with other regulatory bodies and enforcement agencies, 
including: 

 

• Government agencies 
• Police forces  
• Fire authorities 
• Statutory undertakers 
• Other local authorities 

 
6.13. When a decision has been made to take enforcement action and; 
 

• the business is operating in more than one local authority area and has a 
registered Primary Authority Partnership under The Regulator Enforcement 
Sanctions Act 2008 (The RES Act); and 

• the enforcement action  proposed  is covered  by the  definition  of 
enforcement action for the purposes of Part 2 of the RES Act, 

 
the Council will comply with the agreement provisions for enforcement and 
notify the Primary Authority of the proposed action. 

 
6.14. The Primary Authority has the right to object to the Council’s proposed action, 

in which circumstances either they or the Council may refer the matter to the 
Secretary of State for determination. 
 

6.15. All regulatory and enforcement actions are subject to review and monitoring at 
varying line management levels dependent upon the action being considered. 
The degree of scrutiny will depend upon the action being taken and will vary 
accordingly, through to scrutiny by the Head of Service. 
 

6.16. Investigating officers are required to escalate to their line manager all 
(suspected or actual) serious or complex incidents of non-compliance.  This 
includes, and not exclusively, all non-compliance directly impacting on the safety 
of young and vulnerable persons. 

 
How decisions are communicated to those affected 
 
6.17. Decisions on enforcement actions will be provided in a timely explanation in 

writing, which will include any rights to representation or rights to appeal, and 
practical information on the process involved. 
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7. Public Protection Services (Service Standards) 
 
7.1. Whether a business, employee or a member of the public, the Council is 

committed to providing an efficient, courteous and helpful service. This section 
explains what standards can be expected of Public Protection Services. We aim to 
live the Councils Values. 

 
Areas regulated 
 
7.2. The regulatory and enforcement services are delivered in a number of service 

areas: 
 

• Environmental Protection 
• Public Health 
• Health and Safety 
• Animal Welfare 
• Food Hygiene 
• Licensing 
• Port Health 

 
How services are delivered 
 
7.3. Public Protection Services make a fundamental contribution to public safety and 

the improvement of public health, quality of life and wellbeing. Our aims are to: 
 

• Protect the public, businesses and the environment from harm 
• Support the local economy to grow and prosper 
• Reduce the gap on health inequalities. 

 
7.4. Activities are determined by assessing the needs of local people, the business 

community, and considering the risks that require addressing. This is advised 
through customer satisfaction surveys, feedback from specific customers, interaction 
with business and public and through using data and other information available to 
the Council and its partners. Resources are targeted appropriately, in the light of 
these local needs and of national priorities. 
 

7.5. Enforcement and compliance activities are carried out in a way that supports those 
regulated by the Council to comply, protect the public and grow.  
This is done by; 

 
• providing information, guidance and advice to help legal requirements; 
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• carrying out inspections and other activities to check compliance with 
legal requirements, and checks are targeted where it is believed they are 
most needed; 

• dealing proportionately with breaches of the law as set out in this 
Enforcement Policy, including taking firm enforcement action when 
necessary; and  

• providing a range of ‘Better Business’ services including Food Business Start 
Up Health Checks, Gain or Retain 5, Licensing Direct, and Re-scores for 
Food Hygiene Ratings. 

 
Services will be delivered in accordance with the requirements of the Regulators’ 
Code 

 
Working with Businesses and Individuals 
 
7.6. In all dealings with Public Protection Services, customers can expect to receive 

an efficient and professional service. Officers will; 
 

• be courteous and polite; 
• always identify themselves by name, and provide contact details; 
• seek to gain an understanding of how a business operates; 
•  provide details of how to discuss any concerns there may be;  
• agree timescales, expectations and preferred methods of communication; 

and 
• ensure that information and progress on any outstanding issues is provided. 

 
7.7. Whilst recognising that businesses and individuals will receive advice and 

inspections from other organisations, wherever necessary, co-ordination and 
linkages will be made with those agencies to ensure that the best service is 
provided. 

 
Helping businesses and individuals get it right 
 
7.8. The Council wants to work with businesses and individuals to enable them to 

be compliant and successful and it is important that everyone feels able to 
contact us for advice when it is needed.  It does not necessarily mean that 
enforcement action will be taken just because the Council has been made 
aware of something. 
 

7.9. Information and guidance are available on request either electronically or by 
paper copy to customers to help them meet their legal requirements. 

 
7.10. Where advice is given it will be tailored to particular needs and circumstances. 

Steps will be taken to; 
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• discuss what is required to achieve compliance; 
• provide advice that supports compliance and that can be relied on; 
• provide clear advice that can be easily understood and implemented; 
• distinguish legal requirements from suggested good practice; 
• ensure that any verbal advice given is confirmed, if requested, in writing; 
• acknowledge good practice and compliance; 
• publicise annually agreed charges for services, where applicable. 

 
Inspections and other compliance visits 
 
7.11. Compliance is monitored and supported in a number of different ways including 

audits, inspections, sampling visits, test purchases, advisory visits and 
complaint investigations. These visits will always be based on an assessment 
of risk; visits will not be made without a reason. 
 

7.12. Notice that officers intend to visit will be provided, unless there is a specific 
reason to believe that an unannounced visit is more appropriate. However, 
some statutory codes of practice require visits to be unannounced. 
 

7.13. When Council officers visit they will; 
 

• explain the reason and purpose of the visit; 
• carry their identification at all times, and present it on request when visiting; 
• exercise discretion in front of neighbours, business customers and staff; 
• have regard to the business’s or person’s approach to compliance, and 

use this information to inform future actions; 
• provide information, guidance and advice, if required, to support statutory 

obligations; 
• provide a written record of the visit. 

 
7.14. The Council will allocate resources to where they will be most effective by 

assessing the priority risks; 
 

• risk will be considered at every stage when making a decision, including 
the most appropriate intervention, the way of working, checks on compliance, 
and when taking enforcement action; 

• assessment of risk will recognise previous compliance history and all 
available relevant data including appropriate external verification; 

• where risk assessment frameworks are designed or reviewed consultation 
will be carried out with those affected, where appropriate. This approach 

• will cover a range of regulatory activity; 
• the effectiveness of regulatory activities and outcomes will be reviewed 

regularly and adjusted accordingly. 
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Responding to non-compliance 
 
7.15. Where failure to meet legal obligations is identified, there will be a proportionate 

response, taking account of the circumstances, in line with this Enforcement 
Policy. This Policy is available on request either electronically or in paper copy. 
 

7.16. Where action is needed to remedy any failings, officers will; 
 

• explain the nature of the non-compliance; 
• discuss what is required to achieve compliance, taking into account any 

relevant circumstances; 
• clearly explain any advice, actions required or decisions that have been 

taken; 
• agree timescales that are acceptable to both parties, in relation to any 

actions required; 
• provide in writing details of how to appeal against any advice provided, 

actions required or decisions taken, including any statutory rights of appeal; 
• explain what will happen next; 
• keep in touch, where required, until the matter is resolved. 

 
Requests for our services 
 
7.17. The services that Public Protection Services offer, including details of any fees 

and charges that apply, are available on request either electronically or in paper 
copy. 
 

7.18. In responding to service requests, including requests for advice and complaints 
about breaches of the law, the Council will; 

 
• respond to the request within a maximum of 3 working days (this varies 

within services and compliance activity); 
• advise when a substantive response can be expected; 
• seek to fully understand the nature of the request; 
• explain what may or may not be possible, so that it is clear what the 

customer can expect; 
• keep the person or business informed of progress throughout the Council’s 

involvement; 
• inform the person or business of the outcome, as appropriate. 

 
7.19. A detailed breakdown of the response and expected resolution time is available on 

request either electronically or in paper copy.  However, judgment will be made 
by officers to determine whether a more prompt response is required. 
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7.20. You can contact us by: 
 

Telephone: 01229 876543 
Email:  envhealth@barrowbc.gov.uk  
Web:  www.barrowbc.gov.uk 
   
By post or   Public Protection Services, Town Hall, Duke Street, 
in person:  Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria. LA14 2LD 

 
Opening times 
 
7.21. Normal working hours are Monday to Friday 8.30 am to 5.00pm; however, in 

response to the working hours of businesses and from information relating to activity 
and any concerns, officers will also work at times outside the above core hours to aid 
compliance and enforcement of standards. 
 

7.22. Council Offices are open Monday to Friday 9.00 am to 4.00 pm  
 

7.23. Officers will endeavour to work with any person or business in the most appropriate 
way to meet the individual need.  Information is available in different formats, and 
officers have access to translation and interpretation services. 
 

7.24. The Council will request name and contact details to enable officers to keep in touch 
as the matter progresses. All contacts with the service will be treated in confidence 
unless there has been permission to share details with others as part of the matter 
being dealt with or there is an operational or legal reason to do so. 
 

7.25. Personal data will be managed in accordance with the Council’s Data Protection 
Policy, available here: https://www.barrowbc.gov.uk/about-the-council/data-
protection-and-privacy-statement/   

 
Our teams 
 
7.26. There is a dedicated team of officers who have the appropriate qualifications, skills 

and experience to deliver the services provided.  Arrangements are in place to 
ensure the ongoing professional competency of all officers. 
 

7.27. Where specialist knowledge is required in an area outside of the Council’s expertise 
arrangements can be made, with both neighbouring authorities and other 
regulatory organisations, to call on additional resources as necessary. 

 
Working with others 
 
7.28. The Council’s aim is for all Council services to work together so a streamlined service 

is provided. 
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7.29. Public Protection Services are part of a much wider regulatory system. We have 

working relationships with other regulators such as Cumbria Police, Cumbria Fire & 
Rescue  Service,  Health  and  Safety  Executive,  and  the Environment Agency.  
This enables officers to deliver a more joined up and consistent service and includes 
sharing information and data on compliance and risk, where the law allows, targeting 
regulatory resources. 
 

7.30. We are familiar with the work of our partners and can direct customers to the advice 
and guidance needed and the Council is a member of the South Cumbria Community 
Safety Partnership. Any comments or concerns regarding the way in which the local 
regulatory system is operating should be addressed to the Council. 
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8. Review of this policy 
 
8.1. Before the Council changes policies that affect regulatory and enforcement 

functions, the Council will consider as part of its process any potential impacts on 
businesses. Where there is a perceived significant change of impact then 
businesses will be consulted in relation to the changes of policy.6 

 
8.2. Policies will be reviewed where feedback indicates that improvements or changes 

may be necessary, or where legislative changes require consideration of policy 
change, including those policies which are statutorily required. 

9. Comments and Complaints 
 
9.1. Feedback helps ensure our services meet the needs of the Council’s customers. 

All views are welcomed whether they are good or suggest improvement is needed. 
Some services use Customer satisfaction surveys, but feedback can be given 
at any time. Views and opinions can be given in a range of ways detailed in 
section 7. 

 
9.2. The Council provides a clearly explained complaints procedure allowing those that 

are regulated to easily make complaints about the conduct of the regulator, 
including appeal against a regulatory decision or failure to act in accordance with 
the Regulators’ Code.  All complaints about the services offered by the Council 
will be dealt with in accordance with the Council’s formal complaints procedure. 
An information leaflet, which explains the process, is available at all Council 
offices, and is available in electronic or paper format upon request.7 
 

9.3. Methods of appeal against regulatory decisions or failure to abide by the 
Regulators’ Code will be clear, impartial, timely, written and publicised with those 
regulated against. Officers who took the decision or action against which an 
appeal is made will not be involved in considering the appeal. 
 

9.4. The Council is willing to discuss with the complainant the reasons why a particular 
course of action was taken or why the complainant was asked to act in a 
particular way. The named officer dealing with the case may be contacted, or the 
officer’s line manager. 
 

9.5. Contact details for comments or complaints about the policy, or the conduct of 
local authority staff can be made by using any of the contact methods shown in 
section 7. 

                                            
6 Section 2.1, Regulators’ Code requires regulators, before changing policies, practices or service standards, to 
consider the impact on business and to engage with business representatives. 
7 Section 2.3, Regulators’ Code Regulators should provide an impartial and clearly explained route to appeal against 
a regulatory decision or a failure to act in accordance with this Code. 
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APPENDIX A - Legislation, Guidance and Codes used in the 
preparation of the Enforcement Policy. 

 

A1. Principles of Good Regulation 
 
The Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006, Part 2, requires the Council to 
have regard to the Principles of Good Regulation when exercising a specified regulatory 
function.8 For local authorities, the specified functions include those carried out by our 
environmental health, trading standards and licensing services. 
 
The Council will exercise our regulatory activities in a way which is: 
 

• Proportionate – our activities will reflect the level of risk to the public and 
enforcement action taken will relate to the seriousness of the offence. 

• Accountable – our activities will be open to public scrutiny, with clear and 
accessible policies, and fair and efficient complaints procedures. 

• Consistent – our advice to those regulated will be robust, reliable and 
similarly advice provided by  others  will  be  respected.    Where 
circumstances are similar, a consistent approach/action to other local 
authorities will be followed, if possible. 

• Transparent – those regulated will be advised appropriately so they 
understand what is expected of them and what they can anticipate in return. 

• Targeted – resources will be focused on higher risk enterprises and 
activities, reflecting local need and national priorities. 

 
 
A2. Regulators’ Code 
 
The Council has had regard to the Regulators’ Code  in the preparation of this policy. In 
certain instances it may be concluded that a provision in the Code is either not 
relevant or is outweighed by another provision.  The Council will ensure that any 
decision to depart from the Code will be properly reasoned, based on material 
evidence and documented. 
 
 
A3. Human Rights Act 1998 
 
The Council is a public authority for the purposes of the Human Rights Act 1998. The 
principles of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms will be applied. This Policy and all associated enforcement 
decisions take account of the provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998.  In particular, 
                                            
8 Specified by the Legislative and Regulatory Reform (Regulatory Functions) Order 2007, available at 
www.legislation.gov.uk 
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due regard is had to the right to a fair trial and the right to respect for private and family 
life, home and correspondence. 
 
 
A4.   Data Protection Act 2018 
 
Where there is a need for the Council to share enforcement information with other 
agencies, the provisions of the Data Protection Act 2018 will be followed. 
 
 
A5. The Code for Crown Prosecutors 
 
When deciding whether to prosecute, the Council has regard to the provisions of The 
Code for Crown Prosecutors as issued by the Director of Public Prosecutions. 
 
The Code for Crown Prosecutors is a public document that sets out the general 
principles to follow when decisions are made in respect of prosecuting cases. The Code 
sets out two tests that must be satisfied commonly referred to as the ‘Evidential Test’ 
and the ‘Public Interest Test’: 
 

Evidential Test - is there enough evidence against the defendant? 
 

When deciding whether there is enough evidence to prosecute, the 
Council will consider what evidence can be used in court and is reliable. 
There must be enough evidence to provide a ‘realistic prospect of conviction’ 
against each alleged offender. 

 
Public Interest Test - is it in the public interest for the case to be brought to 
court? 
 

The Council will balance factors for and against prosecution carefully 
and fairly, considering each case on its merits. The public interest factors 
that will be taken into account are detailed under the enforcement options 
available to us in Appendix C. 

 
 
A6. Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008 (‘the RES Act’) 
 
The Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008, as amended, established the 
Primary Authority scheme. The requirements of the Act will be complied with when 
enforcement action against any business or organisation that has a primary authority is 
being considered, and will have regard to guidance issued by the Secretary of State in 
relation to Primary Authority. 
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A7. Standard of Proof 
 
Where enforcement action taken by the Council involves prosecution proceedings, then 
the Council will be required to prove its case to the criminal standard of proof of beyond 
reasonable doubt. This means that the Court will have to be satisfied so that it is sure 
that the alleged offence was committed by the defendant. 
 
In addition, however, enforcement action taken by the Council can also involve civil 
proceedings, e.g. an application for an injunction, or dealing with appeals against the 
Council’s decision to revoke or refuse to grant a private hire/hackney carriage driver’s 
licence. In such civil cases, the Council is required to prove its case to the lower 
standard of proof i.e. “on the balance of probabilities”.  This means that the Council 
will have to establish on the available evidence that it was more probable than not that 
the alleged behaviour occurred. 
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APPENDIX B - Conduct of Investigations 
 
B1 All investigations will be carried out under the following legislation and in 
accordance with any associated guidance or codes of practice, in so far as they relate 
to the Council: 
 
   Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 
   Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 
   Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 
   Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 
   Criminal Justice Act 2003 
   Human Rights Act 1998 
 
 
B2 These Acts and associated guidance control how evidence is collected and 
used and give a range of protections to citizens and potential defendants. 
 
 
B3 Our authorised officers will also comply with the requirements of the particular 
legislation under which they are acting, and with any associated guidance or codes of 
practice. 
 
 
B4   All investigations shall be carried out fully to ensure that an appropriate decision 
as to whether non-compliance or breach of legislation has occurred or is occurring. At 
all times during an investigation the investigating officer shall notify their line manager 
of any issues  they consider may compromise the investigation. 
 
 
B5 Investigating Officers are required to inform their line manager of all (suspected 
or actual) serious or complex incidents of non-compliance or risk to public safety. This 
includes, and not exclusively, all non-compliance directly impacting on the safety of 
young and vulnerable persons. 
 
 
B6   All investigations will be carried out to ensure full compliance with appropriate 
discharge in accordance with Appendix C. The person making, or affected by a 
complaint against the activity of a business or person that has been investigated will be 
notified of the outcome of the investigation, including the intervention undertaken. 
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APPENDIX C - Enforcement Actions available to the Council in 
Respect of Criminal and Civil breaches 
 
 
C1  Compliance Advice, Guidance and Support 
 
The Council uses compliance advice, guidance and support as a first response in the 
case of many breaches of legislation that are identified. 
 
Advice is provided, sometimes in the form of a warning letter, to assist individuals and 
businesses in rectifying breaches as quickly and efficiently as possible, avoiding the 
need for further enforcement action. A warning letter will set out what should be done to 
rectify the breach and to prevent re-occurrence. If a similar breach is identified in the 
future, this letter will be persuasive in considering the most appropriate enforcement 
action to take on that occasion. Such a letter cannot be cited in court as a previous 
conviction but it may be presented in evidence. 
 
The Council recognises that where a business has entered into a partnership with a 
primary authority, the primary authority will provide compliance advice and support, and 
the Council will take such advice into account when considering the most appropriate 
enforcement action for it to take.  It may discuss any need for compliance advice and 
support with the primary authority. 
 
Where more formal enforcement action, such as a simple caution or prosecution, is 
taken, the Council recognises that there is likely to be an ongoing need for compliance 
advice and support, to prevent further breaches. 
 
 
C2  Voluntary Undertakings 
 
The Council may accept voluntary undertakings that breaches will be rectified and/or 
recurrences prevented.  The Council will take any failure to honour voluntary 
undertakings very seriously and enforcement action is likely to result. 
 
 
C3  Statutory (Legal) Notices 
 
In respect of many breaches the Council has powers to issue statutory notices. These 
include: ‘Abatement Notices’, ‘Prohibition Notices’, ‘Emergency Prohibition Notices’, and 
‘Improvement Notices’. Such notices are legally binding. Failure to comply with a 
statutory notice can be a criminal offence and may lead to prosecution and/or, where 
appropriate, the carrying out of work in default. 
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A statutory notice will clearly set out actions which must be taken and the timescale 
within which they must be taken. It is likely to require that any breach is rectified and/or 
prevented from recurring.  It may also prohibit specified activities until the breach has 
been rectified and/or safeguards have been put in place to prevent future breaches.  
Where a statutory notice is issued, an explanation of the appeals process will be 
provided to the recipient. 
 
Some notices issued in respect of premises may be affixed to the premises and/or 
registered as local land charges. 
 
 
C4   Financial Penalties 
 
The Council has powers to issue fixed penalty notices in respect of some breaches. A 
fixed penalty notice is not a criminal fine, and does not appear on an individual’s 
criminal record. If a fixed penalty is not paid, the Council may, however, commence 
criminal proceedings or take other enforcement action in respect of the breach. 
 
If a fixed penalty is paid in respect of a breach the Council will not take any further 
enforcement action in respect of that breach.  Payment of a fixed penalty does not 
provide immunity from prosecution in respect of similar or recurrent breaches. 
 
The Council is only able to issue fixed penalty notices where it has specific powers to 
do so.  If fixed penalty notices are available, their issue is at the Council’s discretion. 
In some circumstances, in particular where breaches are serious or recurrent, it may be 
that prosecution is more appropriate than the issue of a fixed penalty notice. 
 
 
C5  Injunctive Actions, Enforcement Orders, etc 
 
In some circumstances the Council may seek a direction from the court (in the form of 
an order or an injunction) that a breach is rectified and / or prevented from recurring. 
The court may also direct that specified activities be suspended until the breach has 
been rectified and/or safeguards have been put in place to prevent future breaches. 
 
Failure to comply with a court order constitutes contempt of court, a serious offence 
which may lead to imprisonment. 
 
The Council is required to seek enforcement orders after issuing some enforcement 
notices, providing the court with an opportunity to confirm the restrictions imposed by 
the notice.  Otherwise, the Council will usually only seek a court order if it has 
serious concerns about compliance with voluntary undertakings or a notice. 
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C6  Simple Caution 
 
The Council has the power to issue simple cautions (previously known as ‘formal 
cautions’) as an alternative to prosecution for some less serious criminal offences, 
where a person admits an offence and consents to the simple caution.  Where a simple 
caution is offered and declined, the Council will consider prosecution. 
 
A simple caution for a criminal offence will appear on the offender’s criminal record. It is 
likely to influence how the Council and others deal with any similar breaches in the 
future, and may be cited in court if the offender is subsequently prosecuted for a similar 
offence. If a simple caution is issued to an individual (rather than a corporation) it may 
have consequences if that individual seeks certain types of employment. 
 
Simple cautions will be used in accordance with Ministry of Justice “Simple 
Cautions for Adult Offenders” 13th November 2013 (replacing earlier version dated 8th 
April 2013, which replaced Home Office Circular 016/2008) and other relevant 
guidance. 
 
 
C7  Prosecution 
 
The Council may prosecute in respect of serious or recurrent breaches, or where other 
enforcement actions, such as voluntary undertakings or statutory notices have failed to 
secure compliance.   When deciding whether to prosecute, the Council will have regard 
to the provisions of The Code for Crown Prosecutors as issued by the Director of Public 
Prosecutions. 
 
Prosecution will only be considered where the Council is satisfied that it has sufficient 
evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction. 
 
Before deciding that prosecution is appropriate, the Council will consider all relevant 
circumstances carefully including the following public interest criteria: 
 

• Seriousness of the offence committed 
• The level of culpability of the suspect 
• The circumstances of, and the harm caused to the victim? 
• Was the suspect under the age of 18 at the time of the offence? 
• What is the impact on the community? 
• Is prosecution a proportionate response? 
• Do sources of information require protecting? 

 
A successful prosecution will result in a criminal record. The court may impose a fine 
and in respect of particularly serious breaches a prison sentence. The court may order 
the forfeiture and disposal of non-compliant goods and/or the confiscation of any profits 
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which have resulted from the breach. Prosecution may also lead, in some 
circumstances, to the disqualification of individuals from acting as company directors. 
 
 
C8  Refusal / Suspension / Revocation of Licences 
 
The Council issues a number of licences and permits. The Council also has a role to 
play in ensuring that appropriate standards are met in relation to licences issued by 
other agencies.  Most licences include conditions which require the licence holder to 
take steps to ensure that, for example, a business is properly run and public safety is 
assured. Breach of these conditions may lead to a review of the licence which may 
result in its revocation or amendment. 
 
When considering future licence applications, the Council may take previous breaches 
and enforcement action into account and also other matters which, on the balance of 
probability, may influence the assessment of a person to be a fit and proper person. 
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1. Purpose 

This document establishes the Food Safety Enforcement Policy of Barrow-in-Furness 
Borough Council. 

 

2. Application 

This policy will be implemented and supported by Authorised Officers within Public 
Protection Services 

 

3. References 

• Food Law Code of Practice     

• Food Law Practice Guidance     

• Regulators Code 

• Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 

• Food Safety Act 1990 

• Food Safety and Hygiene (England) Regulations 2013 

• Barrow Borough Council Food Procedures 
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4. Policy 

Barrow-in-Furness Borough Council has a statutory objective to protect public health 
and consumers' other interests in relation to food and drink.  However, we are aware 
that excessive or unclear regulations can place a burden on business and civil society 
groups (such voluntary groups, charities and not for profit organisations) and so hinder 
effective delivery of the intended benefits.  The aim of this policy is: 

• To ensure a consistent approach to food related enforcement within the district; 

• To provide officers with guidelines to enable them to make decisions in the field, 
consistent with current Government advice; 

• To inform the public and food businesses of the principles by which enforcement 
action is taken. 

 

5. Procedures 

In relation to Food Safety it is the Council’s aim to protect the general public from the 
health risks associated with poor food hygiene and also the sale of food which fails to 
meet food safety requirements.  It will achieve this by education, providing advice and 
by regulating the activities of food business operators1 to manage and control risks 
effectively.  An important part of this is to use the full range of enforcement powers to 
secure compliance with legal requirements.  

Enforcement applies to all dealings between enforcing authorities and those upon 
whom the law places duties. 

The purpose of enforcement is to: 

• Ensure that food business operators take action to deal immediately with serious 
risks, 

• Promote and achieve sustained compliance with the law, 

• Ensure that food business operators who breach food safety requirements, and 
directors or managers who fail in their responsibilities may be held to account, 
which may include bringing alleged offenders before the courts. 

  

Intervene  to assess, promote and ensure compliance with the law, to deal 
immediately with serious risk. 

Investigate after an incident to identify underlying causes and the lessons to 
be learned, prevent recurrence, detect breaches and take 
appropriate action. 

                                                           
1 A food business operator, as defined by Regulation (EC) 178/2002, is the natural or legal person 
responsible for ensuring that the requirements of food law are met within the food business under 
their control. (Food Law Code of Practice – March 2017) 
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Approval to ensure that appropriate Approvals are in place where the law 
requires close control of those activities where the potential for 
significant health impairment is high. 

Taking Action to ensure that action is taken that is proportionate to the risk. 

 

The term enforcement has a wide meaning and applies to all dealings between the 
Council and those upon whom food safety legislation places duties. 

Authorised officers seek to secure compliance with the law and to ensure a 
proportionate response to criminal offences.  Officers may offer food business 
operators advice and support, both face to face and in writing.  This may include 
warning a food business operator that in the opinion of the officer, they are failing to 
comply with the law. Where appropriate, officers may serve Hygiene improvement 
Notices, Emergency Hygiene Prohibition Notices, or Remedial Action Notices, in 
addition they may detain and/or seize food.  Further action may involve the issue 
simple cautions or prosecution. 

The appropriate use of enforcement powers is important, both to secure compliance 
with the law and to ensure that those who have duties under it may be held to account 
for failure to maintain appropriate food safety standards. 

Authorised officers, when judging compliance with the law, take into account relevant 
case law, codes and guidance, use sensible judgement about the extent of the food 
safety risks and the effort that has been applied to prevent them. 
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6. The Principles of Enforcement 

The Council believes in firm but fair enforcement of food safety legislation.  We shall 
follow the principle of proportionality in applying the law, securing compliance, and will 
be consistent in approach and targeting of enforcement action. 

We operate in a transparent manner and are accountable for our actions. 

 

6.1 Proportionality 

 

Proportionality means relating enforcement action to the risks.  Those whom the law 
protects and those upon whom it places duties expect that action taken by enforcing 
authorities to achieve compliance or bring food business operators to account for non-
compliance should be proportionate to any risks to food safety, or to the seriousness of 
any breach, which includes any actual or potential harm arising from a breach of the 
law. 

We will take particular account of how far the food business operator has fallen short 
of what the law requires and the extent of the risks to people arising from the breach. 

Where published guidance exists we will expect that guidance to be followed.  Were 
guidance is not followed, or were guidance does not exist we will expect the food 
business operator to be following procedures based on independent robust scientific 
data. 

As far as the law allows, we will take account of the circumstances of the case and the 
attitude of the operator when considering action, in effect how far the food business 
operator has fallen short of what the law requires and the extent of the risks to people 
arising from the breach. 

 

6.2 Consistency 

 

Consistency of approach does not mean uniformity. It means taking a similar approach 
in similar circumstances to achieve similar ends. 

Food business operators managing similar risks expect a consistent approach from 
enforcing authorities in the advice tendered the use of enforcement notices, approvals 
etc., and decisions on whether to prosecute and in the response to complaints. 

We recognise that in practice consistency is not a simple matter. Officers are faced 
with many variables including the degree of risk, the attitude and competence of 
management, any history of incidents or breaches involving the food business 
operator, previous enforcement action, and the seriousness of any breach, which 
includes any potential or actual harm arising from a breach of the law. Decisions on 
enforcement action are discretionary, involving judgement by the enforcer.  

The Council has arrangements in place to promote consistency in the exercise of 
discretion, including effective arrangements for liaison with other enforcing authorities. 
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6.3 Transparency 

 

Transparency means helping food business operators to understand what is expected 
of them and what they should expect from enforcing authorities. It also means making 
clear to food business operators not only what they have to do but also, where this is 
relevant, what they don’t. That means distinguishing between statutory requirements 
and advice or guidance about what is desirable but not compulsory. 

 

6.4 Targeting 

 

Targeting means making sure that interventions are targeted primarily on those whose 
activities give rise to the most serious risks to food safety, or where risks are the least 
well controlled; and that action is focused on the food business operators who are 
responsible for the risk and who are best placed to control it. 

The Council have systems for deciding which inspections, investigations or other 
regulatory contacts should take priority according to the nature and extent of risks 
posed by a food business operator’s operations. 

The confidence in the food business operator’s management is important, because a 
site that present a lower food safety hazard but poorly managed can entail greater risk 
to the public than a higher hazard site where proper and adequate risk control 
measures are in place. 

Any enforcement action will be directed against the food business operator. Where 
several food business operators have responsibilities, such as shared facilities, the 
Council may take action against more than one when it is appropriate to do so in 
accordance with this policy. 

When officers issue Food Hygiene notices, issue simple cautions or prosecute, we will 
ensure that a senior officer of the food business operator concerned, at board level, is 
also notified. 

The Council follows a national priority rating system for inspections and interventions, 
and guidance issued by the Food Standards Agency (Food Law Practice Guidance, 
2017) and by the Government (Food Law Code of Practice, 2017). 

 

6.5 Accountability 

 

The Council is accountable to central government, the Food Standards Agency and 
the public for their actions. The Council has policies, service plans, procedures and 
service standards against which it can be judged, and an effective accessible 
mechanism for dealing with comments and complaints.  
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7. Enforcement Options 

The Council authorises officers to carry out the inspections and investigations it has 
decided they are trained and competent to do. Current legislation and technical 
guidance will be available for reference. 

The council will use its discretion in deciding whether food safety complaints or alleged 
cases of ill health should be investigated. This is detailed in our departmental plan. 

We investigate to determine: 

• Causes 

• Whether action has been taken or needs to be taken to prevent recurrence and 
to secure compliance with the law 

• Lessons to be learnt and to influence the law and guidance 

• What response is appropriate to any breach of the law. 

 

7.1 Food Safety Enforcement  

An officer will consider the most appropriate course of action during routine inspections 
or following a food complaint. 

In line with this policy the officer will use his judgement on what action to take that is 
namely: 

• No action 

• To give verbal and written warnings 

• Serve hygiene improvement notices 

• Serve emergency hygiene prohibition notices 

• To detain or seize any food 

• Any combination of the above 

• Serve a simple caution 

• To prosecute 

 

7.2 No Action 

There will be occasions when it is appropriate to take no further action on completion 
of an inspection or investigation.  A report of the inspection will be left on-site or sent 
soon after the inspection highlighting that the standards of compliance are satisfactory. 

 

7.3 Verbal Advice and Letters 

The circumstances when it is appropriate to use verbal advice and written warnings 
are: - 

• The risk gap is minor 
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• The act or omission is not serious enough to warrant formal action 

• From the individuals/business previous compliance it can be reasonably 
expected that the warning will achieve compliance 

• There is no deliberate economic advantage being sought 

• Confidence in the management is high 

• The consequence of non-compliance will not pose a significant risk to health and 
safety 

• Even where some of the above criteria are not met, there may be circumstances 
in which a warning will be more effective than a formal approach 

The officer will tell the Food Business Operator what to do to comply with the law, 
explain why and distinguish legal requirements from best practice. 

The officer will agree a timescale for compliance. 

A written inspection report will be left at the premises detailing any verbal warnings.  
The premises will be written to confirming any warnings given and the steps required 
to achieve compliance. 

 

7.4 Hygiene Improvement Notices 

Hygiene Improvement Notices may be appropriate in any of the following 
circumstances or a combination thereof:  

• There are significant contraventions of the legislation. 

• There is a lack of confidence that the Food Business Operator will respond to an 
informal approach. 

• There is a history of non-compliance with informal action or formal letters and  

• Standards are generally poor with little management awareness of the statutory 
requirements. 

• The consequences of non-compliance could be potentially serious to public 
health. 

• Effective action needs to be taken as quickly as possible to remedy conditions, 
which are serious, or deteriorating, even though it is intended to prosecute. 

The officer will advise the Primary Authority, where one exists, of any actions intended 
and seek written agreement. 

The use of Hygiene Improvement Notices will be related to the risk to health and they 
will not be used for minor contraventions of the legislation.  Thy will not be used where 
the contraventions might be a continuing one or in transient situations. 

Officers issuing Hygiene Improvement Notices will discuss with the food business 
operator the works to be undertaken and the realistic time limits for the completion of 
the works.  The Officer shall consider alternative solutions of equal effect put forward 
by the food business operator. 
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Failure to comply with Hygiene Improvement Notice will generally result in the 
instigation of legal proceedings. 

The Officer will consider all reasonable written requests for an extension of time of the 
Notice where these are made within the existing time scale. 

 

7.5 Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Procedures 

Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Procedures should be used if an authorised officer 
has evidence that the health risk condition is fulfilled.  They may be used to prohibit the 
use of premises (or part of), equipment, or processes. 

If the appropriate evidence is found, a Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Notice may be 
served on the food business operator, followed by an application to a Magistrates’ 
Court for a Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Order. 

The following are examples of circumstances that may show that the health risk 
condition exists i.e. there is an imminent risk of injury to health, and where an 
authorised officer may therefore consider the use of such prohibition powers. These 
examples are not exhaustive and are for illustrative purposes only. 

• Infestation by rats, mice, cockroaches, birds or other vermin, serious enough to 
result in the actual contamination of food or a significant risk of contamination 

• Very poor structural condition and poor equipment and/or poor maintenance, or 
routine cleaning and/or serious accumulations of refuse, filth or other extraneous 
matter, resulting in the actual contamination of food or a significant risk of food 
contamination. 

• Drainage defects or flooding of the establishment, serious enough to result in the 
actual contamination of food, or a significant risk of food contamination. 

• Premises or practices which seriously contravene food law and have been, or 
are implicated, in an outbreak of food poisoning. 

• Any combination of the above, or the cumulative effect of contraventions which, 
taken together, represent the fulfilment of the health risk condition. 

Health risk conditions where the prohibition of equipment may be appropriate 

• Use of defective equipment, e.g. a pasteuriser incapable of achieving the 
required pasteurisation temperature. 

• Use of equipment for the processing of high-risk foods that has been 
inadequately cleaned or disinfected or which is grossly contaminated and can no 
longer be properly cleaned. 

• Dual use of complex equipment , such as vacuum packers, slices and mincers 
for raw and ready – to – eat foods 

• Use of storage facilities or transport vehicles for primary produce where the 
storage facilities or transport vehicles have been inadequately cleaned or 
disinfected. 

Health risk conditions where prohibition of a process may be appropriate 
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• Serious risk of cross contamination. 

• Failure to achieve sufficiently high processing temperatures. 

• Operation outside critical control criteria, for example, incorrect pH of a product 
which may allow Clostridium botulinum to multiply. 

• The use of a process for a product for which it is inappropriate. 

Once a Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Notice has been served the Officer will make 
application to the Magistrate’s Court to have a Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Order 
issued. 

If it is satisfied that the health risk condition no longer exists the Food Authority should 
issue a certificate to the food business operator within three days rescinding any 
Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Notices or subsequent Orders. 

If the food business operator applies for such a certificate, the Council will determine 
the position as soon as is reasonably practicable and within fourteen days. 

 

7.6 Voluntary Closure 

There may be occasion where an authorised officer is satisfied that grounds for 
Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Notice exist, but where the proprietor of the food 
business offers to close voluntarily until the health risk is removed. 

Such an offer will only be accepted if the authorised officer is satisfied that there is no 
likelihood of the premises being used as a food business, or of the use of equipment, 
or of a process without the express agreement of the food authority. 

When considering such an offer it shall be ensured that the person making the offer is 
aware that in closing voluntarily they are relinquishing the rights to compensation for 
unjustified action contained in formal Hygiene Emergency Prohibition Notice 
procedure. 

 

7.7 Detention and Condemnation of Food 

Authorised Officers will use powers to inspect, detain, seize, and arrange for the 
condemnation of food if they have reasonable grounds that the food does not comply 
with the Food Safety Requirements in the Food Safety Act 1990 and EC Regulation 
178/2002 Article 14. 

The procedure for detaining, seizing and arranging for the condemnation of food will 
be in accordance with the Food Law Code of Practice [March 2017] and practical 
guidance. 

A person in charge of food that has been detained or seized for the purpose of 
condemnation by a Magistrate may be eligible for compensation if: 

• The detention of food Notice is withdrawn; 

• The Magistrate fails to condemn the food; 

• And the food had deteriorated in value resulting from the action. 
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8. Action by the Courts 

The Food Safety Act and supporting regulations gives the courts considerable scope 
to punish offenders and to deter others, including imprisonment for some offences. 

The Council when appropriate during a prosecution will draw the court’s attention to 
the Court of Appeals guidance on the factors which should inform sentencing in Food 
Safety cases, that fines must be large enough to reflect the seriousness of the offence. 

Where the case is of sufficient seriousness, the Council will indicate to the magistrates 
that the offence is so serious that they may refer it to be heard or sentenced in the 
higher court where higher penalties can be imposed.  We will have regard to the Court 
of Appeal guidance before asking for a referral. 

 

8.1 Prosecution 

While the primary purpose of the Council is to ensure that food business operators 
manage the food safety risks, prosecution is an essential part of enforcement. 

The Council will use discretion in deciding whether to bring a prosecution.  Where the 
circumstances warrant it and evidence to support a case is available, the Council may 
prosecute without prior warning and recourse to alternative sanctions. 

The decision to prosecute must have regard to the evidential and public interest tests 
set down in England and Wales by the Director of Public Prosecutions in the Code for 
Crown Prosecutors.  Prosecutions will only be considered when there is sufficient 
evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction and that prosecution would be in 
the public interest. 

Subject to these tests the Council will normally prosecute where one or more of the 
following apply: - 

• There has been reckless disregard of the food safety requirements. 

• There have been repeated breaches, which give rise to significant risk or 
persistent and significant poor compliance. 

• There has been a failure to comply with Food Hygiene Notice or there has been 
a repetition of a breach that was subject to a simple caution. 

• Inspectors have been intentionally obstructed in the lawful course of their duties.  

Furthermore the Council will consider prosecution where, following an investigation or 
other regulatory contact, the following apply: 

• The prosecution is a way to draw general attention to the need for compliance 
with the law and the maintenance of standards required by law, and conviction 
may deter others from similar failures to comply with the law. 

• A breach which gives rise to significant risk has continued despite relevant 
warnings from employees or from others. 

• Ill health or death was a direct result of a breach of the legislation. 
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Where authorised officers are threatened or assaulted police assistance will be 
required, with a view to the prosecution of offender. We may request the Police to 
arrest individuals for obstruction or perverting the course of justice in relation to an 
investigation. 

Prosecution files will be considered by the Food Team Leader and Public Protection 
Manager who will issue the decision to proceed.  Before such action due consideration 
will be given to any legal advice received. 

 

8.2 Prosecution of an Individual 

Subject to the above the Council will identify and prosecute individuals if they consider 
that a conviction is warranted and can be secured.  We will consider the management 
chain and the role played by individual directors and managers and will take action 
against them where it can be shown that the offence was committed with their consent 
or connivance or to have been attributable to neglect on their part. 

 

8.3 Simple Caution 

A simple caution may be used in cases involving first time less serious offences where 
the public interest can be met by a caution. 

We will consider whether a caution is appropriate to the offence and the offender, and 
whether a caution is likely to be effective in the circumstances. 

Should a simple caution not be accepted by the offender then the case shall be 
authorised for prosecution and therefore the case will be suitable for prosecution in all 
other respects 
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9. Working with others  

9.1 Regulators 

There may be situations where deficiencies in food safety is regulated by other 
authorities.   We will, in accordance with the Regulators Code and the regulatory 
principles required under the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act (2006), try to 
ensure that, wherever practicable, enforcement action by food enforcing authorities is 
effectively co-ordinated with that of other, relevant enforcing authorities to minimize 
unnecessary overlaps and time delays. 

 

9.2 Other agencies/stakeholders 

We will liaise with and bring areas of concern to the most appropriate body for advice 
and/or enforcement. Such bodies may include the County Council, Food Standards 
Agency, Public Health England, Cumbria Police, OFSTED, Care Quality Commission, 
DEFRA. 

We will also liaise with other Council departments such as Licensing, Planning, and 
Building Control as necessary. 

Where there is a Primary Authority we will contact and liaise with them before taking 
formal enforcement action or considering prosecution against a participating 
organisation, except; 

• Where there is clear evidence that food fails to meet to Food Safety 
Requirements 

• After serving an Emergency Hygiene Prohibition Notice.  However consultation 
will be undertaken as soon as is practicable after service. 

 

10. Enforcement in Premises which the Council Own Under a Separate Food 
Business Operator 

The council cannot take action against itself nor should it be called upon to do so. In 
respect of premises the Council owns, but within which there is a separate Food 
Business Operator, we shall: 

• Carry out our enforcement policy and practice in exactly the same way we do in 
all our premises. 

• Ensure that the attention received is in accordance with the criteria applied to 
other food business operators. 

• Where there is a potential conflict of interest we will discuss the matter with the 
Food Standards Agency to determine the appropriate course of action. 
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11. Enforcement in Premises within which the Council is the Food Business 
Operator 

The council cannot take action against itself nor should it be called upon to do so. In 
respect of premises within which the Council is the Food Business Operator, we shall: 

• Carry out our enforcement policy and practice in exactly the same way we do in 
all our premises. 

• Ensure that the attention received is in accordance with the criteria applied to 
other food business operators. 

 

 

12. Reviewing the Policy 

The Food Safety Enforcement Policy will be reviewed every 4 years or earlier if 
necessary. 
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1. Purpose 
 

To provide in a single document the Health and Safety Enforcement Policy of Barrow 
Borough Council. 

 
2. Application 
 

This policy will be implemented and supported by authorised officers within Public 
Protection Services. 

 
3. References 
 

• Health & Safety Executive (HSE) Enforcement Policy Statement 
• HSE Enforcement Management Model (EMM) 
• HSE National Local Authority (LA) Enforcement Code 
• HSE Section 18 Guidance 
• Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 
• Regulators Code 2013 
• The Enforcement Concordat 
• The Work Related Death Protocol 
• Corporate Manslaughter of Health & Safety Offences Causing Death – 

Definitive Guidance February 2010 
 
4. Policy 
 

It is the Council’s policy to ensure its approach to enforcement is consistent with 
HSE Statement on Enforcement Policy.  This statement sets out the general 
principles and approach, which the Executive expects, enforcing authorities to follow. 
This Policy has been written having regard to the Enforcement Concordat and the 
Regulator’s Code. Officers will therefore have regard to and implement the principles 
of proportionality, consistency, transparency and targeting.  
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5. Procedures 
 

In relation to health and safety it is the Council’s aim to protect the health, safety and 
welfare of people at work, and to safeguard others, mainly members of the public 
who may be exposed to risk from the way work is carried out.  It will achieve this by 
education, providing advice and by regulating the activities of duty holders to 
manage and control risks effectively. An important part of this is to use enforcement 
powers to secure compliance with legal requirements.  
 
Enforcement applies to all dealings between enforcing authorities and those on 
whom the law places duties. 
 
The purpose of enforcement is to: - 

 
• Ensure that duty holders take action to deal immediately with serious risks 
• Promote and achieve sustained compliance with the law 
• Ensure that duty holders who breach health and safety requirements, and 

directors or managers who fail in their responsibilities may be held to account, 
which may include bringing alleged offenders before the courts 

 
Intervene to assess, promote and ensure compliance with the law, to 

deal immediately with serious risk and to prevent accidents 
and ill health from occurring. 
 

Investigate after an incident to identify underlying causes and the 
lessons to be learned, prevent recurrence, detect breaches 
and take appropriate action. 
 

Permission to ensure that appropriate licenses are in place where the 
law requires close control of those activities where the 
potential for significant health impairment is high. 
 

Taking action to ensure that action is taken that is proportionate to the risk. 
 

Enforcement of criminal law is distinct from civil claims for compensation.  Although 
enforcement action may not be taken civil claims may be appropriate.   Enforcement 
is not intended to assist claims for compensation. 
 
The term enforcement has a wide meaning and applies to all dealings between the 
Council and those on whom health and safety law places duties, employers, the self-
employed, employees and others. 
 
Authorised officers (sometimes referred to as inspectors) seek to secure compliance 
with the law and to ensure a proportionate response to criminal offences. Inspectors 
may offer duty holders advice and support, both face to face and in writing.  This may 
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include warning a duty holder that in the opinion of the inspector, they are failing to 
comply with the law. Where appropriate officers may also serve improvement and 
prohibition notices, issue simple cautions and they may prosecute. 
 
The appropriate use of enforcement powers is important, both to secure compliance 
with the law and to ensure that those who have duties under it may be held to 
account for failure to safeguard health, safety and welfare. 
 
Authorised officers when judging compliance with the law take into account relevant 
case law, codes and guidance, use sensible judgement about the extent of the risks 
and the effort that has been applied to prevent them.  
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6. The Principles of Enforcement 
 

The Council believes in firm but fair enforcement of health and safety law.   We shall 
follow the principle of proportionality in applying the law, securing compliance, and 
will be consistent in approach and targeting of enforcement action.    
 
We operate in a transparent manner and are accountable for our actions. 

 
6.1 Proportionality 
 

Proportionality means relating enforcement action to the risks.  Those whom the law 
protects and those on whom it places duties (duty holders) expect that action taken 
by enforcing authorities to achieve compliance or bring duty holders to account for 
non-compliance should be proportionate to any risks to health and safety, or to the 
seriousness of any breach, which includes any actual or potential harm arising from 
a breach of the law. 
 
We will take particular account of how far the duty holder has fallen short of what the 
law requires and the extent of the risks to people arising from the breach. 
 
Some health and safety duties are specific and absolute. Others require action so far 
as is reasonably practicable. We will apply the principle of proportionality in relation 
to both kinds of duty. 
 
Deciding what is reasonably practicable to control risks involves the exercise of 
judgement. Where duty holders must control risks so far as is reasonably practicable, 
we will when considering protective measures taken by duty holders take account of 
the degree of risk and the sacrifice needed whether in money, time or trouble on the 
measures necessary to avert the risk. Unless it can be shown that there is gross 
disproportion between these factors and that the risk is insignificant in relation to the 
cost, the duty holder must take measures and incur costs to reduce the risk. 
 
We will expect relevant good practice to be followed. Where relevant good practice in 
particular cases is not clearly established, health and safety law effectively requires 
duty holders to establish explicitly the significance of the risks to determine what 
action needs to be taken. Ultimately, the courts determine what is reasonably 
practicable in particular cases. 
 
Some irreducible risks may be so serious that they cannot be permitted irrespective 
of the consequences. 
 
As far as the law allows, we will take account of the circumstances of the case and 
the attitude of the operator when considering action, in effect how far the duty holder 
has fallen short of what the law requires and the extent of the risks to people arising 
from the breach. 
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6.2 Consistency 
 

Consistency of approach does not mean uniformity. It means taking a similar 
approach in similar circumstances to achieve similar ends.  

 
Duty holders1 managing similar risks expect a consistent approach from enforcing 
authorities in the advice tendered the use of enforcement notices, approvals etc, and 
decisions on whether to prosecute and in the response to incidents. 

 
We recognise that in practice consistency is not a simple matter. Officers are faced 
with many variables including the degree of risk, the attitude and competence of 
management, any history of incidents or breaches involving the duty holder, previous 
enforcement action, and the seriousness of any breach, which includes any potential 
or actual harm arising from a breach of the law. Decisions on enforcement action are 
discretionary, involving judgement by the enforcer.  
 
The Council has arrangements in place to promote consistency in the exercise of 
discretion, including effective arrangements for liaison with other enforcing 
authorities. 

 
6.3 Transparency 
 

Transparency means helping duty holders to understand what is expected of them 
and what they should expect from enforcing authorities. It also means making clear 
to duty holders not only what they have to do but also, where this is relevant, what 
they don’t. That means distinguishing between statutory requirements and advice or 
guidance about what is desirable but not compulsory. 
 
Transparency also involves the enforcing authorities in having arrangements for 
keeping employees, their representatives, and victims or their families informed. 
These arrangements must have regard to legal constraints and requirements. 

 
6.4 Targeting 
 

Targeting means making sure that contacts are targeted primarily on those whose 
activities give rise to the most serious risks or where the hazards are least well 
controlled; and that action is focused on the duty holders who are responsible for the 
risk and who are best placed to control it. 
 
We have systems for deciding which inspections, investigations or other regulatory 
contacts should take priority according to the nature and extent of risks posed by a 
duty holder’s operations. 
 

                                                 
1 ‘Duty Holders’ - those who have a legal duty under health and safety law.. 
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The duty holder’s management competence is important, because a relatively low 
hazard site poorly managed can entail greater risk to workers or the public than a 
higher hazard site where proper and adequate risk control measures are in place. 
 
Any enforcement action will be directed against duty holders responsible for a 
breach. This may be an employer in relation to workers or others exposed to risks, 
the self-employed, owners of premises, suppliers of equipment, designers or clients 
of projects, or employees themselves. Where several duty holders have 
responsibilities, enforcing authorities may take action against more than one when it 
is appropriate to do so in accordance with this policy. 
 
When officers issue improvement or prohibition notices, issue simple cautions or 
prosecute, we will ensure that a senior officer of the duty holder concerned, at board 
level, is also notified. 
 
We will ensure resources are targeted primarily on those whose activities give rise to 
the most serious risks or where the hazards are least well controlled. Action will be 
focused on the duty holders who are responsible for the risk and who are best placed 
to control it – whether employers, manufacturers, suppliers or others. 
 
The Council follows a national priority rating system for inspections and 
interventions, and the HSE Local Authority (LA) Enforcement Code. 
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/lau/la-enforcement-code.htm)    

 
6.5 Accountability 
 

The Council is accountable to central government and the public for their actions. 
The Council has policies, service plans, procedures and service standards against 
which it can be judged, and an effective accessible mechanism for dealing with 
comments and complaints.  

 
6.6 Investigation 
 

The Council authorises officers to carry out the duties it has decided they are trained 
and competent to do. Current legislation, approved codes of practice and technical 
guidance will be available for reference. 
 
The Council will use National Guidance and local priorities in deciding whether 
incidents, cases of ill health or complaints should be investigated. 
 
We investigate to determine: 

 
• Causes 
• Whether action has been taken or needs to be taken to prevent recurrence 

and to secure compliance with the law 
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• Lessons to be learnt and to influence the law and guidance 
• What response is appropriate to a breach of the law using the HSE 

Enforcement Management Model for serious breaches of legislation 
 

 
To maintain a proportionate response it is neither possible nor necessary for the 
purposes of the HSW Act to investigate all issues of non-compliance with the law, 
which are uncovered in the course of preventative inspection or in the investigation 
of reported events. 
 
We will carry out a site investigation of a reportable work related death, unless there 
are specific reasons for not doing so, in this instance the reasons for the decision will 
be recorded. 

 
6.7 Prosecution 
 

While the primary purpose of the enforcing authorities is to ensure that duty holders 
manage and control risks effectively, thus preventing harm, prosecution is an 
essential part of enforcement. 
 
Enforcing authorities must use discretion in deciding whether to bring a prosecution.  
Where the circumstances warrant it and evidence to support a case is available, 
enforcement authorities may prosecute without prior warning and recourse to 
alternative sanctions. 
 
The decision to prosecute should have regard to the evidential and public interest 
tests set down in England and Wales by the Director of Public Prosecutions in the 
Code for Crown Prosecutors. 
 
Prosecutions will only be considered when there is sufficient evidence to provide a 
realistic prospect of conviction and that prosecution would be in the public interest. 
 
Subject to these two tests the Council will normally prosecute where one or more of 
the following apply: - 

 
• Death was a result of a breach of the legislation. 
• The alleged offence was extremely serious.   This will take into account the 

seriousness of any actual or potential harm, and the general record and 
approach of the offender. 

• There has been reckless disregard of health and safety requirements. 
• There have been repeated breaches, which give rise to significant risk or 

persistent and significant poor compliance. 
• A duty holder’s standard of managing health and safety is found to be far 

below what is required by health and safety law and to be giving rise to 
significant risk. 
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• Work has been carried out without or in serious non-compliance with an 
appropriate licence or safety case. 

• There has been a failure to comply with an Improvement or Prohibition Notice 
or there has been a repetition of a breach that was subject to a simple 
caution. 

• Inspectors have been intentionally obstructed in the lawful course of their 
duties.  

• False information has been wilfully supplied, or there has been intent to 
deceive, in relation to a matter which gives rise to significant risk.  

 
 

Furthermore the Council will consider prosecution where, following an investigation 
or other regulatory contact, the following apply: 

 
• The prosecution is a way to draw general attention to the need for compliance 

with the law and the maintenance of standards required by law, and 
conviction may deter others from similar failures to comply with the law. 

• A breach which gives rise to significant risk has continued despite relevant 
warnings from employees, or their representatives, or from others affected by 
a work activity. 

 
If resources are limited the above have been placed in order of priority for action. 
 
Where authorised officers are threatened or assaulted police assistance will be 
required, with a view to the prosecution of offender. We may request the Police to 
arrest individuals for obstruction or perverting the course of justice in relation to an 
investigation where there has been a death or serious major injury. 

 
6.8 Prosecution of an Individual 
 

Subject to the above the Council will identify and prosecute individuals if they 
consider that a conviction is warranted and can be secured.  We will consider the 
management chain and the role played by individual directors and managers and will 
take action against them where it can be shown that the offence was committed with 
their consent or connivance or to have been attributable to neglect on their part.  
Where appropriate, disqualification of directors will be sought under the Company 
Directors Disqualification Act 1986. 

 
6.9 Simple Caution 
 

A simple caution may be used in cases involving first time low-level offences where 
the public interest can be met by a caution. 
 
We will consider whether a caution is appropriate to the offence and the offender, 
and whether a caution is likely to be effective in the circumstances. 
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6.10 Death at Work 
 

Where there has been a breach of the law leading to a work related death, we will 
consider whether the circumstances of the case might justify a charge of 
manslaughter or corporate manslaughter. 
 
Our decisions on investigation and prosecution will follow the ‘Work Related Deaths: 
A Protocol for Liaison’ document.  
 
This protocol has been agreed between the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) the 
Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) and the Crown Prosecution Service 
(CPS).   It sets out the principles for effective liaison between the Agencies in relation 
to work related deaths. 
 
The police are responsible for deciding whether to pursue a manslaughter or 
corporate manslaughter investigation and whether to refer a case to the CPS to 
consider possible manslaughter charges. They may involve the support of the 
Council and/or the HSE in the investigation. 
 
We are responsible for investigating possible health and safety offences. If in the 
course of our investigation we find evidence to suggest manslaughter or corporate 
manslaughter it will be forwarded to the police. If the police or CPS decide not to 
pursue a manslaughter or corporate manslaughter case, we will normally bring a 
health and safety prosecution in accordance with this policy. 
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7. Publicity 
 

Arrangements are in place on the HSE website for the publication annually of the 
names of all the companies and individuals who have been convicted in the previous 
12 months of breaking health and safety law.  The Council will normally issue a press 
statement following conviction and inform the HSE. 
 
We will keep a register of all Improvement and Prohibition notices which have been 
issued. 

 
 
8. Action by the Courts 
 

Health and safety law gives the courts considerable scope to punish offenders and to 
deter others, including imprisonment for some offences. 
 
The Council when appropriate during a prosecution will draw the court’s attention to 
the Court of Appeals guidance on the factors which should inform sentencing in 
health and safety cases, that fines must be large enough to reflect the seriousness of 
the offence (R v F Howe and Son (Engineers) Ltd [1999] 2 ALL ER). 
 
Where the case is of sufficient seriousness, the Council will indicate to the 
Magistrates that the offence is so serious that they may refer it to be heard or 
sentenced in the higher court where higher penalties can be imposed.  We will have 
regard to the Court of Appeal guidance before asking for a referral. 
 
In our judgement Magistrates should always think carefully before accepting 
jurisdiction in health and safety work cases, where it is arguable that the fine may 
exceed the limit of their jurisdiction or where death or serious injury has resulted from 
the offence. 

 
 

9. Section 3 of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 
 

Section 3 of the HSW Act places general duties on employers and the self-employed 
towards people other than their employees. We will: 

 
• Enforce section 3 in the key areas identified in our departmental plan and 

incident selection criteria 
 

• Take account of HSE’s priorities and, generally, give less priority to the 
enforcement of section 3 in areas outside these priorities. 
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10. Working with others  
 
10.1 Regulators 

 
There are many situations where work activities that may give rise to risks to health 
and safety are regulated by other authorities using legislation that may address 
circumstances which are also relevant to health and safety at work issues.   

 
• We will, in accordance with the Regulators Code and the regulatory principles 

required under the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act (2006), try to 
ensure that, wherever practicable, enforcement action by the health and 
safety enforcing authorities is effectively co-ordinated with that of other, 
relevant enforcing authorities to minimize unnecessary overlaps and time 
delays. 

 
However, initial enquiries or information from other sources, may indicate that a 
breach of section 3 was or is the probable cause of, or a significant contributory 
factor to, the injury or risk complained of. In such circumstances, we and other 
enforcing authorities will consider investigating if: 

 
• There was or is a high level of risk; or 
• Enforcing authorities need to act/investigate in the interests of justice. 

 
10.2 Other agencies/stakeholders 
 

We will liaise with and bring areas of concern to the most appropriate body for advice 
and/or enforcement. Such bodies would include the County Council, the Health 
Protection Agency, fire service, adventure activities, licensing, OFSTED, Care 
Quality Commission, Defra and children’s services. 
 
When there is a lead or primary authority we will contact and if necessary, liaise with 
them: 

 
• We will liaise before taking formal enforcement action, i.e. issuing notices, 

such as an improvement notice, or considering prosecution against a 
participating organisation, except - 

• In the case of immediate danger 
 

• After serving a prohibition notice - consultation will be as soon as is 
practicable after service 

• When significant shortcomings are identified in a participating organisation’s 
agreed policies or procedures which the Enforcing Agency believe ought to be 
challenged at a national level 

• Following any on-site investigation of any death, major injury, work related ill 
health or dangerous occurrence reportable under RIDDOR 2013. 
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11. Deciding which authority will lead an investigation 
 

There may be, however, a relevant health and safety interest in some aspects of a 
work activity covered by specific legislation when we would seek to agree with other 
authorities who should take the lead on an investigation (to avoid unnecessary 
overlaps and time delays) and where there may be a need to act alongside each 
other, which activities are most appropriately dealt with by each authority. 
 
The following principles will be considered on who is best to lead on an investigation: 

 
• Effectiveness: Which authority is best equipped, including appropriate powers 

to investigate the alleged risks? 
• Capability: Is the other body capable of ensuring public safety? Does it have 

the enforcement powers necessary to do so? 
• Health and safety expertise: Which body knows most about the risks 

concerned and the effective control measures? 
• Economy: Is either body already inspecting/visiting the premises or activity in 

question? Can duplicate visits be avoided? 
• Efficiency: Is health and safety enforcing authority involvement a good use of 

resources when considered against the scale of risk or level of public 
concern? 

 
 
12. Scope and Application of Section 3 HSWA 
 
12.1 For section 3 to apply: 
 

• There must be a duty holder, either an employee or a self-employed person; 
and 

• There must be a risk to the health or safety of a person who is not the 
employee of the duty holder or the self-employed duty holder themselves; and 

• That risk must arise from the conduct of the duty holder’s undertaking. An 
‘undertaking’ means ‘enterprise’ or ‘businesses. NB: Whether a particular 
activity is part of the conduct of the undertaking is determined by the facts of 
each case [R v Associated Octel Co Ltd (1996) 4 ALL ER 846]. Although not 
decisive in every case, whether the duty holder can exercise control over both 
the conditions of work and where the activity takes place is very important. 

 
12.2 HSWA section 3 does not apply to: 
 

• Welfare issues (such as the provision of toilets) 
• Nuisance or amenity issues that have no health or safety implications (such 

as unpleasant smells arising from work activities) 
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• Poor workmanship, where trading standards or contractual remedies may 
exist, unless it has demonstrably compromised health and safety. 

 
Generally we will not get involved in what may be essentially contractual or civil 
disputes except in cases where death or serious injury has occurred and initial 
enquiries, or information from other sources, indicate that a breach of section 3 
HSWA was the probable cause or significant contributory factor. In such cases: 

 
• Our established complaint or incident selection criteria should be used to 

determine if an investigation is required 
 

• Inspectors should take into account the length of time since the work activity 
took place. Though it should not of itself deter inspectors from investigating, in 
practice the longer the time lapse, the more difficult it can be to collect 
evidence and the public interest arguments for action, weaken. 

 
 
13. Enforcement in premises which the council own but do not occupy 
 

The council cannot take action against itself nor should it be called upon to do so. In 
respect of premises in which we own but do not occupy: 

 
• Carry out our enforcement policy and practice in exactly the same way we do 

in all our premises 
• Ensure that the attention received is in accordance with the criteria applied to 

other duty holders. 
• Where there is a potential conflict of interest we will discuss the matter with 

the HSE to determine the appropriate course of action. 
 
 
14. Health and Safety Enforcement  
 

At a visit an officer may leave a copy of ‘what to Expect when a Health and Safety 
Inspector Calls’. This information is also available on the HSE website 
www.hse.gov.uk 

 
An officer will consider the most appropriate course of action during routine 
inspections or following incidents/accidents or complaints. 
 
In line with the policy and having regard to the Enforcement Management Model 
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/emm.pdf) the officer will use his judgement on what 
action to take that is namely: 

 
• No action 
• To give verbal and written warnings 
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• Serve improvement or prohibition notices 
• Serve a simple caution 
• To prosecute 
• To seize an article or substance 
• Any combination of the above 

 
An officer, when using their judgement, will have regard to the legal requirement. 
 
Sometimes the law is prescriptive – spelling out in detail what must be done.  
However, much of modern health and safety law is goal setting – setting out what 
must be achieved, but not how it must be done.  Advice on how to achieve the goals 
is often set out in Approved Codes of Practice (ACOPs).   
 
These give practical advice on compliance and have a legal status.  If someone is 
prosecuted for a breach of health and safety law and did not follow the relevant 
provisions of an ACOP, then the onus is on them to show that they complied with the 
law in another way.  Advice is also contained in other HSE or industry guidance 
material describing good practice. The HSE also have web-based tools to help 
businesses comply with the law. Following this guidance is not compulsory, but doing 
so is normally enough to comply with the law.   
 
Neither ACOPs nor guidance material are in terms which necessarily fit every case.  
In considering whether the law has been complied with, inspectors will need to take 
relevant ACOPs and guidance into account, using sensible judgement about the 
extent of the risks and the effort that has been applied to counter them. 
 

14.1 Information Given to Employees 
 

The officer will consult and notify employees on matters that affect their health and 
safety and welfare.  This information shall be factual and detail the action taken by 
the officer; it will not divulge confidential matters or trade secrets. 

 
14.2 Verbal Advice and Letters 
 

The circumstances when it is appropriate to use verbal advice and written warnings 
are: - 

 
• The risk gap is minor 
• The act or omission is not serious enough to warrant formal action 
• From the individuals/business compliance it can be reasonably expected that 

the warning will achieve compliance 
• There is no deliberate economic advantage being sought 
• Confidence in the management is high 
• The consequence of non-compliance will not pose a significant risk to health 

and safety 
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• Even where some of the above criteria are not met, there may be 
circumstances in which a warning will be more effective than a formal 
approach 

 
A record will be made on file of verbal warnings or on the report of visit form. 
 
The officer will tell the duty holder what to do to comply with the law, explain why and 
distinguish legal requirements from best practice.  Inspectors will, on request, 
confirm any advice or legal requirements in writing detailing the above. 
 
An officer will not specify a lower standard than that prescribed by legislation. 
 
The officer will agree a timescale for compliance at the visit or will put a timescale for 
compliance in the letter. 

 
14.3 Serving Notices and Prosecutions 
 

Both taking a prosecution and serving a notice may be appropriate when: 
 

(a) A situation may be so hazardous that even with a prohibition notice, 
prosecution may result. 

 
(b) Prosecution is taken owing to the circumstance of an accident; a notice may 

be used to enforce the remedy. 
 

Information will not be laid until after the appeal period for a notice has passed and 
any appeal has been heard. 

 
14.4 Improvement Notices 
 

Served when an authorised officer is of the opinion that there is a contravention of 
the law at the time of the visit or that there had been a contravention and that it is 
likely that the contravention will continue or be repeated. 
 
An officer will consider: - 

 
• The risk gap assessment. 
• The seriousness of the legal contravention.  
• Whether the employer appears deliberately unwilling to recognise their 

responsibilities and those who may be affected by their actions. 
• Whether the duty holder has a history of non-compliance with verbal and 

written warnings. 
• Whether deliberate economic advantage has been sought. 
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The officer will discuss the notice and if possible, resolve points of difference before 
serving it.  The notice will say what needs to be done, why and by when.  Timescales 
will be realistic. 

 
Improvement notices will be served by authorised officers based on their opinion. 
 
Failure to comply with the notice will generally result in court proceedings. 

 
14.5 Prohibition Notices 
 

These can only be issued when the authorised officer is of the opinion that there is or 
will be a risk of serious personal injury, which includes risk to health.  They can be 
issued to have immediate or deferred effect.   
There does not have to be a breach of a statutory requirement before a prohibition 
notice can be issued but an officer who thinks there has been should specify it in the 
notice.  
 
In circumstances when a Prohibition Notice would be necessary but the person 
in control of the activity has assured the officer that he will remove the risk, this will 
be sought in writing. 
 
The officer will, where practicable, discuss why he is serving the notice and take the 
employer’s views into account.  The legal implications of non-compliance will be 
explained.  Where the notice is issued the officer will provide a written explanation of 
the reasons for the action. 

 
14.6 Appeals 
 

Every Notice will have written advice about how an appeal can be made and 
explains the time limits for appealing. It will also explain that an Improvement Notice 
is suspended pending the hearing of the appeal by an Employment Tribunal and that 
application may be made to the Tribunal for a Prohibition Notice to be suspended  
pending the outcome of an appeal. 

 
14.7 Public Register 
 

An electronic public register will be kept and maintained by the Council of notices 
served which affect the public who are not employees of that workplace in 
accordance with the Environment and Safety Information Act 1988. 
 
Entries will be made 14 days after the time limit for appeal of the notice has passed 
providing no appeals have been made or 14 days after an appeal that has 
determined that the notice should not be cancelled.  

 
14.8 Penalties for Health and Safety Offences are laid down in the Health and Safety 

(Offences) Act 2008 available online at: 
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http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/20/pdfs/ukpga_20080020_en.pdf  
 

 
15. Power to Deal with any Article or Substance which is a Cause of Imminent 

Danger 
 

Articles or substances may be seized and rendered harmless if an Authorised Officer 
is of the opinion that it was the cause, or there is likely to be an immediate danger of 
serious personal injury. 

 
 
16. Reviewing the Policy 
 

The Health and Safety Enforcement Policy will be reviewed every 5 years or earlier if 
necessary. 

 
 
17. Feedback and continual improvement 
 

If you have comments that this policy has not been followed you can contact the 
Public Protection Manager. If you are still not satisfied you can use the local 
authority’s formal complaint procedure. 
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  Part One

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting:   15th January, 2020

Reporting Officer: Public Protection Manager

(R)

Title: Elected Members Code of Conduct – Licensing 
Matters

Summary and Conclusions: 

This Code of Conduct sets out principles to guide Members and officers in 
determining licensing applications and making other decisions within the 
terms of reference of the Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and 
the Licensing Regulatory Committees (“the Licensing Committees”). 

The Licensing Code of Conduct provides guidance to Members on private 
interests, ‘pre-judgement’, political group meetings, debate & lobbying, natural 
justice, hospitality and the Council’s statutory duties.

Recommendations: 

To recommend the Council to approve the Licensing Code and adopt it into 
Part 5 of the Constitution.

Report

Attached at Appendix 1 is a proposed Licensing Code of Conduct which sets 
out principles to guide Members and Officers in determining licensing 
applications and making other decisions within the terms of reference of the 
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and the Licensing Regulatory 
Committees (“the Licensing Committees”). 

On 7th November 2019 the Licensing Committee and Licensing Regulatory 
Committee considered the Code of Conduct and agreed the Code of Conduct 
would set out principles to guide Members and Officers and agreed it would 
be good practice. Members recommended the Executive Committee approve 
the Elected Members Code of Conduct – Licensing Matters and recommend 
the Council adopt the Licensing Code into Part 5 of the Constitution. 

The Licensing Committees have a very important role to play in the life of the 
Borough; they determine licensing applications under many different statutory 
regimes – from alcohol & gambling licences to taxi licences & street trading 
consents and many others. The Committee’s decisions are very important to 
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the applicants since they can affect their ability to earn their living and can 
have serious financial consequences. However, the role of licensing is the 
protection of the public and is also important for the safeguarding vulnerable 
adults and children, its impact on health & safety and public safety, the local 
and wider community and competing economic interests.

Members of the Licensing Committees should determine licensing matters in 
the interests of the whole community of the Borough, with regard to the 
relevant legislation, policy and guidance and should not prejudge licensing 
applications nor do anything that may reasonably be taken as giving an 
indication of having prejudged licensing applications.

Members must consider carefully whether it is right for them to participate in a 
matter before the Committee and be able to approach it with an open mind 
and consider an application on its own merits. In order to maintain the integrity 
of the licensing system, Members should be careful to ensure that any 
interests do not unduly influence their decisions.

In addition, the Licensing Code of Conduct provides guidance to Members on 
‘pre-judgement’, political group meetings, debate & lobbying, natural justice, 
hospitality and the Council’s statutory duties. 

(i) Legal Implications

The establishment of a code on licensing matters is good practice and helps 
minimise the risk of legal challenge in the decision making process.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no implications.

(iii) Financial Implications

The recommendation has no financial implications.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no adverse effect on the Health and Wellbeing of 
users of this service.
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Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Public Protection Manager.
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BARROW-IN-FURNESS  
BOROUGH COUNCIL 

 
 

Licensing Code of Conduct for Elected Members – 
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and 

Licensing Regulatory Committee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes:- 
This constitutes a local Code of Conduct, breach of which will constitute a breach of the Code 
of Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution) 
 
It also has to be read in conjunction with: 
 
Protocol on Member/Officer Relations (Part 5(3) of the Constitution) 
  

This Code of Conduct was approved by Barrow Borough Council on XXXXXXXX. 
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Licensing Code of Conduct for Elected Members –  
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and the 
Licensing Regulatory Committees 
 
This Licensing Code of Conduct sets out principles to guide Members and Officers in determining 
licensing applications and making other decisions within the terms of reference of the Licensing 
Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and the Licensing Regulatory Committees (“the Licensing 
Committees”). 
 
Although it is of particular relevance to Members of the Licensing Committees, it applies to all 
Members of the Council who may become involved in licensing matters. It will be distributed 
annually to all Members of the Council. 
 
Officers participating in the Licensing Committees’ process must comply with the Officers Code of 
Conduct (Part 5(2) of the Constitution). 
 
This Code of Conduct relates mainly to the Council’s licensing functions. 
 
Contents 
 
1. INTRODUCTION .............................................................................................................. 3 

2. INTERESTS OF THE WHOLE COMMUNITY ................................................................... 3 

3. PARTICIPATION OF MEMBERS ...................................................................................... 4 

4. POLITICAL GROUP MEETINGS ...................................................................................... 5 

5. DEBATE............................................................................................................................ 6 

6. ATTENDANCE OF THE PUBLIC ...................................................................................... 6 

7. GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR HEARINGS ................................................................... 6 

8. NATURAL JUSTICE ......................................................................................................... 6 

9. LOBBYING OF AND BY MEMBERS ................................................................................. 8 

10. HOSPITALITY ................................................................................................................. 10 

11. MEETINGS WITH INTERESTED PARTIES .................................................................... 11 

12. STATUTORY DUTIES .................................................................................................... 12 

13. PRESS COMMENTS ...................................................................................................... 13 

14. SCRUTINY ...................................................................................................................... 13 

15. CODE OF CONDUCTS ................................................................................................... 14 

16. BREACHES .................................................................................................................... 14 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. The Licensing Committees have a very important role to play in the life of the Borough; they 

determine licensing applications under many different statutory regimes – from alcohol & 

gambling licences to taxi licences & street trading consents and many others. Your decisions are 

very important to the applicants since they can affect their ability to earn their living and can have 

serious financial consequences. However, the role of licensing is the protection of the public and 

is also important for the safeguarding vulnerable adults and children, its impact on health & safety 

and public safety, the local and wider community and competing economic interests. 

 

1.2. More specifically, applications and matters undertaken when discharging the Council’s functions 

under the Licensing Act 2003 and the Gambling Act 2005 have their own objectives to be upheld. 

The Licensing Act 2003 regulates ‘licensable activities’ which are defined in the Act as the sale of 

alcohol, supply of alcohol by a club, regulated entertainment and late night refreshment. The 

Gambling Act 2005 regulates the licensing of gambling premises and certain permissions. 

 

1.3. This Licensing Code of Conduct contains guidance for Members of the Licensing Committees. If 

Members are uncertain about the application of the Code, they should seek guidance from 

officers, preferably in advance of any meeting.  

 

 

2. INTERESTS OF THE WHOLE COMMUNITY 
 

2.1. Members of the Licensing Committees should determine licensing matters in the interests of the 

whole community of the Borough. 

 

2.2. All applications should be determined with regard to the relevant legislation, policy and guidance. 

 

2.3. Members of the Licensing Committees should not prejudge licensing applications nor do anything 

that may reasonably be taken as giving an indication of having prejudged licensing applications. 

 

2.4. All other Members should have regard to these principles when dealing with licensing matters 

and must avoid giving an impression that the Council may have prejudged the matter. 
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3. PARTICIPATION OF MEMBERS 
 

3.1. Members must consider carefully whether it is right for them to participate in a matter before the 

Committee. There are two elements to this: 
 

(a) where they have private interests, both Disclosable Pecuniary Interests and any other 

Registrable Interests; and 

 

(b) where Members of the public may feel that the Member will not be able to approach 

matters with an open mind and consider the application on its own merits. 

 

3.2. While this Code of Conduct seeks to guide Members each situation will be different and Members 

should seek guidance from Officers. 

 

3.3. Members must comply with the Barrow-in-Furness Borough Council Code of Conduct, as set out 

in the Council’s Constitution and the provisions set out in the Code of Conduct for Members and 

Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

 

3.4. Pre-judgment 
 

Section 25 of the Localism Act 2011 provides that: 

 

“A decision maker is not to be taken to have had, or to have appeared to have had, a closed 

mind when making the decision because: 

 

a) the decision-maker had previously done anything that directly or individually indicated what 

view the decision maker took, or would or might take, in relation to a matter, and; 
 

b) the matter was relevant to the decision”. 

 

3.5. The key point is that by the time the Member considers the application they must have an open 

mind and appear to have an open mind when determining the application. 

 

3.6. While this Code of Conduct for Members provides guidance as to private interests, both 

Disclosable Pecuniary Interests and any other Registrable Interests which may affect a Member’s 

ability to take part in the decision-making process, Members may have other interests which may 

influence their decision which will not amount to private interests, both Disclosable Pecuniary 

Interests and any other Registrable Interests for the purposes of the Code. In order to maintain 
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the integrity of the licensing system, Members should be careful to ensure that such interests do 

not unduly influence their decisions. Examples of such interests are:- 
 

• from ward concerns 
• from Membership of other Committees of the Council 
• from Membership of other public or community bodies 
• from Membership of voluntary associations and trusts (including where appointed by the 

Council) 
• from a connection with a particular policy initiative of the Council. 
• from Membership of clubs, societies and groups 
• from hobbies and other leisure interests 
• from employment or professional concerns 

 

3.7. Such interests may mean that a Member is involved with a licensing application before the matter 

comes before the Licensing Committees. Such involvement need not on its own debar a Member 

from participating in making the licensing decision when the matter is considered by the 

Licensing Committees providing that the Member has not already decided how they will vote on 

the matter before the Committee. Members should, however, always consider carefully whether 

in any particular case they can reasonably be seen to approach the application on its own merits 

and with an open mind. If the Member considers that this is not possible, the Member should 

withdraw from consideration of that item. 
 

3.8. As a minimum, the integrity of the licensing system requires openness on the part of Members; it 

must operate fairly and be seen to operate fairly. 
 

 

4. POLITICAL GROUP MEETINGS 
 

 

4.1. Members of the Licensing Committees must not base their decision on any discussion that may 

have taken place in a political group meeting. To do so would mean that Members have not come 

to the Committee meeting with an open mind, and that they may have been influenced by group 

discipline rather than the merits of the case. Where such meetings are held a note of the 

discussion should be made and be passed to the Democratic Services Manager. The 

Ombudsman has found maladministration in cases where Members have been influenced by 

political group decisions in deciding planning applications, and the same principles apply to 

licence applications. 
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5. DEBATE 
 

5.1. Only Members of the Licensing Committees can take part in the decision making. 

Members of the Licensing Committees must:- 

 
(a) listen to all arguments for and against an application and weigh them up carefully before 

deciding whether to support or oppose a particular application. 
 

(b) make sure that they are not swayed by arguments which are not directly related to the merits 

of the application. 

 

 

6. ATTENDANCE OF THE PUBLIC 
 

6.1. In most cases the Monitoring Officer will determine whether a particular matter should be heard in 

Part II (private). However, the Committees can decide whether to deal with matters in public or 

private, having regard to the Access to Information Procedure Rules (Part 4 of the Constitution) 

and the Human Rights Act 1998. 

 

 

7. GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR HEARINGS 
 

7.1. The following procedural requirements shall be followed at all times; 

 

• Any requests for additional hearings, to those set at Council, shall be made to the Monitoring 

Officer. 
 

• A solicitor, counsel, professional adviser, friend or relative may represent a person who is 

allowed to attend and make representations. 
 

7.2. There are specific guides to the process and order of procedure for the Licensing Regulatory 

Committee and the Licensing Sub-Committee; attached at Appendix 1 and 2, for which there are 

also statutory procedural regulations; The Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005 (SI 

2005 No 44) and The Gambling Act 2005 (Proceedings of Licensing Committees and Sub-

Committees) (Premises Licences and Provisional Statements) (England and Wales) Regulations 

2007 (SI 2007 No 173).  

 

8. NATURAL JUSTICE 
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8.1. There are two elements to natural justice: 
 

(a) Fairness 
 

(i) When the Licensing Sub-Committee or Licensing Regulatory Committee are considering an 

application, the applicant will be given an opportunity to put his / her case before the 

committee. If the applicant or his/her representative does not attend, the Sub-Committee or 

Regulatory Committee, may in its discretion proceed in the applicant's absence taking into 

account all the circumstances. 

 

(ii) Any person who has duly objected or made a representation, may be allowed a hearing at 

the Chair's discretion. 

 

(iii) When the Licensing Committee or Licensing Regulatory Committee is considering a matter 

of policy or other general licensing matters, any persons who wish to make representations 

may be allowed to do so at the Chair's discretion. If the Chair consents, any such 

representations would be time limited to three minutes for individuals and five minutes for 

an organisation / association within a maximum 30 minute time slot.  

 

(iv) People wishing to make a representation under paragraph 8.1.(a)(iii) above, should make a 

request to do so, in writing to the Public Protection Manager, at least 2 working days before 

the Committee meeting.  

 

(v) After making their representation to the Committee they will not be questioned by nor may 

they ask questions of  Members or Officers.   

 

(vi) If a number of people wish to make similar representations, a spokesperson should be 

appointed and that individual be given five minutes time to present their representation.  

 

(vii) Where possible, all documentation to be considered by the Licensing Committees will be 

made available in advance in accordance with the Access to Information Procedure Rules 

(Part 4 of the Constitution). 

 

(viii) All Members of the Licensing Committees shall be present throughout the consideration of 

a particular application or matter. Where a Member arrives late or leaves the room once 

consideration of the matter has started, that Member shall play no part in the decision-

making process for the particular application. Where an application is adjourned it shall be 
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heard by the same Members only, and no others. 
 

(b) Prevention of Bias 
 

(i) The rules about personal and non-participatory interests set out in the Members’ Code of 

Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the 

Constitution) shall be firmly applied. Members are also referred to the guidance about 

prejudgement in section 3 of this Code. 
 

(ii) If the Licensing Committees move into private session to consider its decision, it should be 

accompanied only by Democratic Services Officers, Principal Legal Officer and Solicitor, all 

of whom shall have taken no substantive part in the debate, and shall play no substantive 

part in the decision-making process. 

 

8.2. There may be specific statutory rules and procedures that the Committee must follow in the 

case of particular applications. 

 

9. LOBBYING OF AND BY MEMBERS 
 

9.1. While recognising that lobbying of Members has an important role in the local democratic 

process, this should not prejudice the licensing process. Those who may be affected by the 

Committees decision will often seek to influence the decision by an approach to their local  

Member  or  Members  of  the Licensing  Committees.  However,  reacting  to lobbying can lead 

to the impartiality of a Member being called into question and require that Member to declare an 

interest. 

 
9.2. Lobbying of the Licensing Committees’ Members: 

 

(i) A Member of The Licensing Committees who is lobbied before the meeting:- 

 

• May listen to what is being said 

• May give procedural advice e.g. the right to make representations 

• May refer the lobbyist to a colleague who does not sit on the Committee. 

• Should refer the lobbyist to the relevant Licensing Enforcement Officer so that their views can 
be recorded and included in the report to the meeting. 

• Should not give details of voting intentions or otherwise enter into a commitment to oppose or 
support the application. 
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• Should report all instances of significant, substantial or persistent lobbying to the Democratic 
Service Manager. 

 
There is no problem about listening to a point of view. If Members of the Licensing Committees 

express an opinion, without hearing the alternative view, it may create the impression that 

Members have pre-judged the matter and will not approach the matter with an open mind on its 

merits at the Committee. 

 

(ii) If the question arises of writing letters of objection (or support) to the Public Protection 

Manager, it would be more appropriate for these to come from Ward colleagues who are not 

Members of the Licensing Committees. 

 

(iii) Members of the Licensing Committees should avoid entering any premises or site in 

connection with an application unless part of an organised site visit. However, Members may 

sometimes be asked by constituents to visit them in their homes, and on those visits the 

question of a licence application (or objection or support) may be raised. In such 

circumstances, Members should not give any commitment. 

 

9.3. Lobbying of other Members 
 

While recognising that lobbying of Members has an important role in the local democratic 

process, all other Members should ensure that their response is not such as to give reasonable 

grounds for suggesting that the decision has already been made by the Council. 

 

9.4. Lobbying by the Licensing Committees Members: 
 

(i) Members of the Licensing Committees should not directly or indirectly organise support or 

opposition, lobby other Members, act as an advocate, or put pressure on Officers for a 

particular recommendation or give instructions to Officers about any application. Members are 

also reminded of their obligation under Paragraph 5 of the Members’ Code of Conduct 

for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

  

(ii) If Members of The Licensing Committees engage in such conduct, it will be apparent that they 

have prejudged the application and are incapable of dealing with the matter with an open 

mind. If Members find themselves in such a situation, they should withdraw from the 

Committee for that item. 
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9.5. Lobbying by other Members: 
 

(i) All other Members should generally follow the principle set out in section 9.4 and do nothing to 

affect the integrity of the licensing system; in particular, they should not put pressure on 

Officers for a particular recommendation or give instructions to Officers about any application. 

Members are also reminded of their obligation under Paragraph 5 of the Members’ Code of 

Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

 

(ii) Members should consider carefully what effect on the integrity of the licensing process any 

action they take may have (such as the circulation of correspondence to Members). If 

Members receive correspondence about an application, from an applicant or any other 

person(s), they should contact  the Public Protection Manager and the Monitoring Officer as 

soon as possible providing copies of any such correspondence, rather than directly to 

Members of the Licensing Committees.  This ensures that any action deemed appropriate can 

be taken and the information appears on the appropriate file. 

 

(iii) Ward Members have a number of important roles in licensing matters :- 

• informative - making sure that their constituents are aware of licensing matters in the Ward 
• representative - making sure that the views of their constituents are brought to the attention of 

the Council 
• advocacy - speaking for those who feel unable to speak on their own behalf. 

Care must be taken to ensure that a Member’s actions are not misunderstood. A number of steps 

can prevent this:- 

• information that is distributed should be factually correct 
• where there are competing interests, all views should be represented 
• an impression should not be created that the Member is conducting a campaign in support or 

opposition to an application 
• other Members should not be lobbied. 

 

 

10. HOSPITALITY 
 
 

10.1. Members should not accept gifts or hospitality from applicants or objectors in connection with 

their Membership of the Licensing Committees as this might reasonably be interpreted as likely to 

influence a Member’s judgement. In addition, all Members must comply with of the Code of 
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Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority (Part 5(1) of the Constitution). 

 

 

11. MEETINGS WITH INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 

11.1. The main role of the Licensing Committees is to decide individual applications which is a quasi-

judicial function. The Licensing & Regulatory Committees also have a role in deciding a policy 

framework. 

 

11.2. The Committee will often find it useful to meet interested parties including members of the trade, 

resident groups, and the like and to visit premises in the Borough. While it is proper for the 

Committee to do this, care must be taken not to prejudice the integrity of the licensing process. 

The following ground rules will help to prevent this - 

 

11.3. Arrangements for meetings and visits should be approved by the Monitoring Officer and arranged 

by Officers. Members should not make their own arrangements. If Members are approached 

direct, they should pass the person concerned on to Officers. 

 

11.4. Members should not accept any gift or any hospitality other than light refreshments during such 

meetings or visits. Any such offer must be registered whether or not it is accepted (see Section 

10 above). If it is necessary to provide more substantial hospitality, it should be provided for 

Members by the Council. 
 

11.5. There should be no discussion of individual applications - including those that have been 

determined, those that are pending and those that potentially could arise in the future. At such 

meetings, there should be no one-to-one discussions between Members and others. 
 

11.6. Officers should always be present at such meetings or visits. A note should be kept of who 

attended the meetings or visits, what occurred and an outline of any discussions. A copy should 

be placed on the relevant file and open to public inspection. 
 

11.7. When dealing with applications, in the interest of openness and fairness, careful consideration 

should always be given to whether details of such meetings or visits should be given to the 

parties to the application and/or declared at the meeting. This should be done if a reasonable 

person might think that the Committee's decision could be affected by the meeting or visit. 
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12. STATUTORY DUTIES 
 

12.1. The Council is subject to a number of statutory duties which it must comply with when carrying 

out its statutory functions. These will apply to the licensing function except when such matters are 

clearly immaterial in the light of the particular statutory regime. Examples of these duties include: 

 

EQUALITY ACT 2010 – Section 149 provides that: 

 

A council must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to:  

(1) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct which is prohibited 

by or under the Equality Act 2010;  

(2) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected 

characteristic and persons who do not share it; 

(3) foster good relations between persons who share a protected characteristic and persons who 

do not share it. 

 

The above powers relate to the following protected characteristics: 

(a) age 
(b) disability 
(c) gender reassignment 
(d) marriage and civil partnership 
(e) pregnancy and maternity 
(f) race (including colour, nationality and ethnic or national origins) 
(g) religion or belief 
(h) sex 
(i) sexual orientation 

 

HUMAN RIGHTS - Section 6(1) of the Human Rights Act 1998 provides that: 

 

"It is unlawful for a public authority to act [or fail to act] in a way which is incompatible with a 

Convention right". 
 

BEST VALUE - Section 3(1) of the Local Government Act 1999 provides that: 

 

"A best value authority must make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in 

which its functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness" 

 

CRIME AND DISORDER - Section 17(1) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 provides that: 
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"Without prejudice to any other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty of a local authority to 

exercise its various functions with due regard to the likely effect of the exercise of those functions 

on, and the need to do all that it reasonably can to prevent, crime and disorder in its area" 

 

13. PRESS COMMENTS 
 

13.1. All Members should ensure that any contact which they may have with the press should accord 

with the principles of this Code and should not affect the integrity of the licensing system. 

 

13.2. Members should also comply with paragraph 11 in the Protocol on Member/Officer Relations 

(Part 5(3) of the Constitution) and are encouraged to seek advice from the Head of Paid Service 

or her Directors. 
 

13.3. The principles of the code apply to press contact; in particular:- 

 

i) Members of the Licensing Committees should ensure that they do not create the impression 

that they have prejudged the licensing application. 

 

ii) All other Members should ensure that they do not create the impression that the Council 

has already pre-judged the licensing application. 
 

 

14. SCRUTINY 
 

14.1. The role of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee is explained in the Committee Procedure Rules 

(Part 4 of the Constitution). 

 

14.2. The "call-in" procedure allows the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to ask executive decision- 

makers to reconsider decisions before they are implemented. Under the Local Government Act 

2000, this does not apply to non-executive decisions such as those made by the Licensing 

Committees. 

 

14.3. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee may review and scrutinise the overall work of the 

Licensing Committees, if it forms part of their agreed work programme. However, statutory 

guidance from the Secretary of State provides that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee should 

not normally scrutinise individual decisions made by the Licensing Committees. In particular, they 

should not become an alternative to normal appeals procedures. The power to review and 
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Code of Conduct – Licensing Matters:          Page 14 
Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and Licensing Regulatory Committee.    
   

scrutinise should normally be used as part of wider policy reviews. 
 

 

15. CODE OF CONDUCTS 
 

15.1. The Licensing Committees will from time to time be free to devise its own Code of Conducts for 

dealing with different types of appeals, a copy of which will be held by, and available for 

inspection from, the Democratic Services Manager. 

 

 

16. BREACHES 
 

16.1. A breach of this Licensing Code of Conduct will constitute a breach of the Members’ Code of 

Conduct for Members and Co-opted Members of the Authority. Complaints about any breach of 

this Code of Conduct by a Member may be referred to the Monitoring Officer.  
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this guidance is to explain the procedures for conducting licensing 
hearings in the consideration of miscellaneous licensing applications, including but 
not limited to private hire and hackney carriage licences, received by the Council, the 
work and responsibilities of the Licensing Regulatory Committee and a description of 
the roles of the committee and officers is also provided. 
Appearing before a committee of councillors can be a daunting prospect for some 
people.  The intention of this guidance is to provide a clear and concise explanation 
of what can be expected. 
The guidance is generally aimed at:- 
 
 Licence holders and applicants or their representatives 

 Legal Practitioners 

 Consultees (e.g. Police, Fire Authority etc) 

 Other Interested Persons 

 
2. The Role of the Committee 

The Licensing Regulatory Committee has full delegated authority to deal with private 
hire, hackney carriage and other licensing and registration functions (other than 
Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005 functions designated to be the 
responsibility of the Licensing Committee by virtue of the implementation of relevant 
legislation).  This includes all powers (including enforcement) in respect of any 
approval, consent, licence, permission or registration for which the Committee is 
responsible. 
 
Where there are no relevant representations for the grant or renewal of any licence, 
registration, permission or consent for which the Licensing Regulatory Committee is 
responsible these matters will normally be dealt with by the Public Protection 
Manager. 
 
Full details of the Licensing Regulatory Committee and Public Protection Manager’s 
delegations can be found in the Constitution of the Council Part 3(1) and 3(2) 
respectively. 
 
 
3. The Role of Legal Advisor(s) 

The Legal Advisors role is to provide the Committee with any advice it requires to 
properly perform its functions, whether or not the Members have requested that 
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advice, on:- 
 

• questions of law (including human rights); 
• questions of mixed fact and law; 
• matters of practice and procedure; 
• the range of options available to the Committee; 
• any relevant decision of higher courts; 
• relevant national guidance or policy; 
• other issues relevant to the matter before the Committee; 
• the appropriate decision-making structure to be applied to any given case; 
• Constitutional matters. 

 
To provide independent advice or clarification on any procedural, technical or legal 
matter at any time during the hearing.  
 
The Legal Advisor(s) may ask questions of applicant, licence holder, witnesses and 
the parties in order to clarify the evidence and any issues. 
 
When the Committee withdraws to make its determination / decision, the Legal 
Advisor(s) will join the Committee in order to give advice.  The substance of advice 
given will be repeated when the Committee returns to the hearing, so that all parties 
have an opportunity to comment upon it. The Legal Advisor(s) will then confirm or 
amend the advice. 
 
The Legal Advisor(s) will take no part in making findings of fact/the decision making 
process but may assist the Committee by reminding it of relevant evidence given 
during the hearing, taken from his own notes or the Committee Administrator’s notes, 
and formulating reasons and recording those reasons. 
 
The Legal Advisor(s) may assist unrepresented parties to present their case, but will 
not become an advocate for the party concerned. 
 

 
4. The Role of Licensing Officers / Manager 

To outline the application / issue to be considered, any relevant representations and 
refer to the Council’s Licensing Policy/Guidelines and statutory guidance. 
In a case where the Council has made relevant representations, that representation 
will be prepared and presented by an officer other than the reporting Licensing 
Officer / Manager. 
 
 
5. The Role of Democratic Services Officer 
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To summarise and record decision on individual matters and to provide help and 
assistance to members of the public attending such meetings. 
 
 
6. Other Council Officers  

Other Council Officers may be in attendance at the hearing. Where their attendance 
is for a specific role the officer(s) will be introduced to the Committee along with 
details of their role. 
 
 
7. Timescales for holding a hearing 

The Council will arrange for hearings to be held as soon as reasonably practicable 
after the period for making representations has expired. 
 
 
8. Notice to be given of a hearing 

The Council will send Notice of Hearing (Appendix A) as soon as reasonably 
practicable and no less than 5 clear working days before the date of the hearing.   
The Agenda and hearing papers are published on the Council’s website no less than 
5 clear working days before the date of the hearing. If matters are to be considered 
in Part 2 of the hearing, only the agenda item will be published. 
 
 
9. Attendance/Non-Attendance 

All parties may attend the hearing. 
   
Applicants / licence holders may be accompanied by their legal representative or any 
other person who may be in attendance to speak on the applicants behalf.   A Notice 
of Attendance (Appendix B) should be completed and returned to the Public 
Protection Manager no later than 2 working days before the date of the hearing. 
 
Where an applicant does not attend the hearing and is not represented, the authority 
may continue with the hearing and consider any written material submitted by the 
party, or adjourn the hearing if it is in the public interest to do so. 
 
 
10. Withdrawal of representation 

Any party who wishes to withdraw any representations they have made, may do so 
by giving written notice to the Council no later than 24 hours prior to the date of the 
hearing, or orally at the hearing. 
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11. Outcome of the hearing 

It is anticipated that a decision will be made at the end of the hearing, following 
deliberation by the Committee.  In the event that a decision is not reached at the end 
of the hearing, each party will be sent notification of the outcome within 5 days 
thereafter. 
 
 
12. Procedure at the hearing 

Consideration of the Report may not commence until the subject of the report 
is present (unless they have indicated they will not be attending). Members of 
the Committee must refrain from discussing the report beforehand. 
 
Members must remain in the Hearing throughout.  Leaving during the course 
of the meeting will result in that Member not being entitled to vote. 
 
 

i. The Democratic Services Officer will bring the subject of the report (the 
applicant / licence holder) into the meeting, with their representative if 
attending, and introduce them to the Committee. 

ii. The Chairperson will introduce the Committee and the applicant / licence 
holder and then ask the applicant / licence holder (or representative) to 
confirm that he/she has received a copy of the relevant Committee report and 
understands the content of the report. The applicant/licence holder may ask 
for any points in the report to be clarified, or may challenge the report or ask 
to make a statement.  

iii. The Chairperson will explain to the applicant/licence holder the procedure for 
the hearing and if appropriate agree a set time for the applicant/licence holder 
and also other parties to speak.  The procedure is as follows: 
 

iv. The Licensing Officer/Manager will introduce the report to the Committee and 
read through the content. 

 
v. Any other parties making representations will address the Committee.  The 

Chairperson and Members may ask questions of these other parties as well 
as the applicant/licence holder. 

 
vi. The applicant / licence holder may make a statement (see ii above) and/or 

ask questions of the Committee and/or the officers/other parties.  
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vii. With permission of the Chairperson, the applicant may be permitted the right 
for a witness to speak on their behalf with regard to evidential issues 
concerning the hearing.  The applicant/licence holder must have placed the 
Council on notice of such intention by including details of the witness in their 
Notice of Attendance in Appendix B. 

 
viii. The Chairperson and members of the Committee may ask the applicant / 

licence holder about the report in front of them. The Committee may also refer 
to the officers, should there be any points they wish to have explained. 

 
ix. Questions asked of the applicant / licence holder will be proportionate and 

relevant to the matter under consideration and may not be unnecessarily 
intrusive (Human Rights Act 2000 will apply). The Council’s Legal Advisor(s) 
may intervene if the questioning exceeds reasonable limits. If appropriate 
and/or necessary, the officers may also ask questions of the applicant/licence 
holder. 

 
x. The applicant / licence holder will respond to the questions asked in his / her 

own words and to the best of his/her ability (unless he/she has asked a 
representative to speak on his/her behalf). 

 
xi. When the Committee has finished discussing the matter with the applicant / 

licence holder and the officers (the hearing), the Chairperson will ask the 
applicant/licence holder if there is anything else he/she wants to say. 

 
xii. All participants apart from the committee members, Legal Advisor(s), 

Monitoring/Deputy Monitoring Officer (if present)  and Committee 
Administrator will be asked to retire from the room while the Committee 
considers what it has heard and comes to its decision.  

 
Note: The Committee may call Officers back if any further advice is required 
during its deliberations. Any such advice given to the Committee at this stage 
will be explained and repeated in the presence of all of the parties. The 
applicant / licence holder (or representative) has an opportunity to comment 
on this before the Committee makes its final deliberation. If comment is made, 
a further recess may be needed by the Committee. 

 
The Council’s Legal Advisor(s) will inform the Committee whether the advice 
already given has varied in response to the comment by anyone. 

 
xiii. When the Committee has reached its decision and the Committee 

Administrator has recorded the findings of facts, decision and any reasons / 
extra conditions required, if appropriate, the other participants will be called 
back into the meeting to be informed of the Committee’s decision. 
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xiv. Following the meeting, the applicant / licence holder will receive a formal 

written confirmation of the Committee decision, if necessary, within a very 
short period (usually within five working days), together with information on 
how to appeal against the decision. 
 
 

 
13. Access by the Public and Press 

The hearing will be conducted in public except where the Council decides it is 
satisfied that it is necessary in all the circumstances of the case that all or part of 
the hearing should be in private, having regard to :- 
 

a) Any unfairness to a party that is likely to result from a hearing in public; 
and 

b) The need to protect as far as possible, the commercial or other legitimate 
interests of a party. 

Public and press will be excluded from the part of the hearing when they 
Committee discuss what decision to make in the case. 
 
 

14. Disruptive Behaviour  
 
The Committee may require any person attending the hearing who in its opinion 
is behaving in a disruptive manner to leave the hearing and may: - 

 
a) Refuse to permit that person to return; 

b) Permit them to return only on such conditions as the Committee may 
specify. 

Any such person may, before the end of the hearing, submit to the Committee in 
writing any information which they would have been entitled to give orally had 
they not been required to leave and that information shall be taken into account 
in the Committee’s determination. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of this guidance is to explain the procedures for conducting licensing 

hearings in the consideration of  licensing applications, received by the Council, the 

work and responsibilities of the Licensing Committee and Sub-Committee and a 

description of the roles of the committee and officers is also provided. 

Appearing before a committee of councillors can be a daunting prospect for some 

people.  The intention of this guidance is to provide a clear and concise explanation 

of what can be expected. 

The guidance is generally aimed at:- 
 

• Licence holders and applicants or their representatives 
• Legal Practitioners 
• Consultees (e.g. Police, Fire Authority etc) 
• Other Interested Persons 

 
2. The Role of the Committee 

 
The Licensing Committee and Licensing Sub-Committee has full delegated authority 

to deal with Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005 functions under a scheme of 

delegation.  This includes all powers (including enforcement) in respect of any 

approval, consent, licence, permission or registration for which the Committees are 

responsible. 

 

Where there are no relevant representations or objections for the grant or renewal of 

any licence, registration, permission or consent for which the Licensing Committee or 

Sub-Committee is responsible these matters will normally be dealt with by the Public 

Protection Manager. 

 

Full details of the Licensing Committee, Licensing Sub-Committee and Public 

Protection Manager’s delegations can be found in the Constitution of the Council 

Part 3(1) and 3(2) respectively. Barrow Borough Council’s Statement of Licensing 

Policy states: The Licensing Committee will consist of twelve Councillors.  Licensing 

Sub-Committees of three Councillors are expected to consider the bulk of 

applications where a hearing is necessary.  Ward Councillors will not sit on Sub-

Committee involving an application within their ward. 
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3. The Role of Legal Advisors 
 
The legal advisors role is to provide the Committee with any advice it requires to 

properly perform its functions, whether or not the Members have requested that 

advice, on:- 

 
• questions of law (including human rights); 
• questions of mixed fact and law; 
• matters of practice and procedure; 
• the range of options available to the Committee; 
• any relevant decision of higher courts; 
• relevant national guidance or policy; 
• other issues relevant to the matter before the Committee; 
• the appropriate decision-making structure to be applied to any given case; 

and / or 
• Constitutional matters. 

 
To provide independent advice or clarification on any procedural, technical or legal 

matter at any time during the hearing.  

 

The Legal Advisors may ask questions of witnesses and the parties in order to clarify 

the evidence and any issues. 

 

When the Committee withdraws to make its determination/decision, the Legal 

Advisors will join the Committee in order to give advice.  The substance of advice 

given will be repeated when the Committee returns to the hearing, so that all parties 

have an opportunity to comment upon it. The Legal Advisors will then confirm or 

amend the advice. 

 
The Legal Advisors will take no part in making findings of fact/the decision making 

process but may assist the Committee by reminding it of relevant evidence given 

during the hearing, taken from his own notes or the Committee Administrator’s notes, 

and formulating reasons and recording those reasons. 

 

The Legal Advisors may assist unrepresented parties to present their case, but will 

not become an advocate for the party concerned. 
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4. The Role of Licensing Officer / Manager 
 

To outline the application / issue to be considered, any relevant representations and 

refer to the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy / Guidelines and statutory 

guidance. 

In a case where the Council has made relevant representations, that representation 

will be prepared and presented by an officer other than the reporting Licensing 

Officer / Manager. 

 
5. The Role of Democratic Services Officer 

 
To take a record of the hearing (record will be kept for 6 years from the date of 

determination or where an appeal is lodged, the disposal of the appeal);  

To summarise and record decision on individual matters; and  

To provide help and assistance to members of the public attending such meetings. 

 

6. Other Council Officers  
 

Other Council Officers may be in attendance at the hearing. Where their attendance 

is for a specific role, the officer(s) will be introduced to the Committee along with 

details of their role. 

 

7. Timescales for holding a hearing 
 

The Council will arrange for hearings to be held as soon as reasonably practicable 

after the period for making representations has expired and in accordance with 

regulation 5 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. 

 

8. Notice to be given of a hearing 
 

Notice of hearing will be given in accordance with regulation 6 and 7 of the Licensing 

Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005.  

 

Notice of two working days before the day of the hearing, or the first day where the 

hearing is to be held on more than one day, will be given in the case of a hearing 

relating to:- 
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• Cancellation of interim authority notice following police objection; or 
• Counter notice following police objection to temporary event notice. 

 
Notice of no later than five working days before the day of the hearing, or the first 

day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day, will be given in the case 

of a hearing relating to:- 

• A review of a premises licence following a closure order; 
• Determination of an application for conversion of an existing licence; 
• Determination of an application for conversion of a club certificate; or 
• Determination of an application by a holder of justices’ licence for the grant of 

a personal licence. 
 

In any other case Notice of no later than ten working days before the day of the 

hearing, or the first day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day. 

• The Council will send Notice of Hearing (Appendix A) along with the following 
information:-  

• Information regarding the rights of a party in relation rights of attendance, 
assistance and representation; 

• Representations and supporting information; 
• Details of the consequences if a party does not attend or is not represented at 

the hearing; 
• The procedure to be followed at the hearing;  
• Any particular points on which the authority considers that it will want 

clarification at the hearing from a party; and 
• Documents listed in column 3 of the table in Schedule 3 of the Licensing Act 

2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. 
  

The same information will be provided to those person listed in column 2 of the table 

in Schedule 3 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. 

Hearing papers will be distributed no less than 5 clear working days before the date 

of the hearing. 

 

9. Form of Notice 
 

All notices must be given in writing. 
 
 
10. Attendance / Non-Attendance 

 
All parties may attend the hearing.   
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Applicants may be accompanied by their legal representative or any other person 

who may be in attendance to speak on the applicants behalf.   

A Notice of Attendance (Appendix B) detailing whether he intends to attend or be 

represented at the hearing or whether he considers a hearing to be unnecessary 

should be completed and returned to the Environmental Health Manager within the 

following timescales: - 

Notice of no later than one working day before the day of the hearing, or the first 

day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day, shall be given in the case 

of a hearing relating to:- 

• Cancellation of interim authority notice following police objection; or 
• Counter notice following police objection to temporary event notice. 

 
Notice of no later than two working days before the day of the hearing, or the first 

day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day, shall be given in the case 

of a hearing relating to:- 

• A review of a premises licence following a closure order; 
• Determination of an application for conversion of an existing licence; 
• Determination of an application for conversion of a club certificate; or 
• Determination of an application by a holder of justices’ licence for the grant of 

a personal licence. 
 

In any other case Notice of no later than five working days before the day of the 

hearing, or the first day where the hearing is to be held on more than one day. 

In a case where a party wishes any other person (other than the person he intends 

to represent him at the hearing) to appear at the hearing, the notice shall contain a 

request for permission for such other person to appear at the hearing accompanied 

by details of the name of that person and a brief description of the point or points on 

which that person may be able to assist the authority in relation to the application, 

representations or notice of the party making the request. 

  

11. Non-Attendance 
 

Where an applicant does not attend the hearing and is not represented, the authority 

may continue with the hearing in their absence and consider any written material 

submitted by the party, or adjourn the hearing if it is in the public interest to do so. 

The Parties will be notified of the date, time and place to which the hearing has been 
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adjourned. 

 
12. Right to dispose with the hearing if all parties agree 

 
Following notice being given by any persons defined in the Act, the Council may 

dispense with holding a hearing, if all persons required by the Act agree that such a 

hearing is unnecessary. 

If the Council determines that a hearing is unnecessary, the Council will give notice 

to all parties. 

 
13. Withdrawal of representation 

 
Any party who wishes to withdraw any representations they have made, may do so 

by giving written notice to the Council no later than 24 hours prior to the date of the 

hearing, or orally at the hearing. 

 
14. Extension of time limits 
 

The Council may extend a time limit provided for in the Licensing Act 2003 

(Hearings) Regulations 2005 where it considers this to be necessary in the public 

interest and subject to regulation 13.  

 

15. Outcome of the hearing 
 
In the case of a hearing in relation to an:- 

• Application to vary premises licence made at the same time as an application 
for conversion of an existing licence under paragraph 2 of Schedule 8; 

• Application to vary licence to specify individual as premises supervisor made 
at the same time as an application for conversion of an existing club certificate 
under paragraph 14 of Schedule 8; 

• A counter notice following police objection to temporary event notice; 
• A review of premises licence following closure order; 
• Determination of application for conversion of existing licence; 
• Determination of application for conversion of existing club certificate, or 
• Determination of application by holder of a justices' licence for grant of 

personal licence), 
 

the authority must make its determination at the conclusion of the hearing.  
In any other case the authority will make its determination within the period of five 
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working days beginning with the day or the last day on which the hearing was held. 

Once a decision has been made, the Chairman will invite the Legal Advisor(s) to 

announce in public any legal advice he / she has given in private.  

The Chairman will read out the decision of the application and the reasons for the 

decision (unless the Committee is unable to reach a determination at the conclusion 

of the hearing).  

The Chairman will explain that all parties will be notified of the outcome of the 

decision and reasons for the decision in writing.  

If the Committee is unable to reach a decision, the Chairman will explain that all 

parties will be notified as soon as possible but no later than five working days 

beginning with the day or the last day on which the hearing was held of the decision 

and the reasons for such. 

 
16. Procedure at the hearing 
 

Consideration of the Report may not commence until the subject of the report is 

present (unless they have indicated they will not be attending). Members of the 

Committee must refrain from discussing the report beforehand. 

Members must remain in the hearing throughout.  Leaving during the course of the 

meeting will result in that Member not being entitled to vote. 

 
i. The Democratic Services Officer will bring the subject of the report (the 

applicant / licence holder) into the meeting, with their representative if 
attending, and introduce them to the Committee. 

ii. The Chairperson will introduce the Committee and the applicant / licence 
holder and then ask the applicant / licence holder (or representative) to 
confirm that he/she has received a copy of the relevant Committee report and 
understands the content of the report. The applicant / licence holder may ask 
for any points in the report to be clarified, or may challenge the report or ask 
to make a statement.  

iii. The Chairperson will explain to the applicant / licence holder the procedure for 
the hearing.  The Chairperson will also consider any request made by a party 
for permission for another person to appear at the hearing.  Such permission 
will not unreasonably be withheld. 
 

The procedure is as follows: 
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iv. The Licensing Officer/Manager will introduce the report to the Committee and 
read through the content. 

 
v. Any other parties making representations will address the Committee.  The 

Chairperson and Members may ask questions of these other parties as well 
as the applicant / licence holder. 

 
vi. All parties will be allowed an equal maximum period of time in which to 

exercise their rights 
 

vii. The applicant / licence holder may make a statement (see ii above) and/or 
ask questions of the Committee and/or the officers/other parties.  

 
viii. With permission of the Chairperson, the applicant may be permitted the right 

for a witness to speak on their behalf with regard to evidential issues 
concerning the hearing.  The applicant / licence holder must have placed the 
Council on notice of such intention by including details of the witness in their 
Notice of Attendance in Appendix B. 

 
ix. The Chairperson and members of the Committee may ask the applicant / 

licence holder about the report in front of them. The Committee may also refer 
to the officers, should there be any points they wish to have explained. 

 
x. Questions asked of the applicant / licence holder will be proportionate and 

relevant to the matter under consideration and may not be unnecessarily 
intrusive (Human Rights Act 2000 will apply). The Council’s Legal Advisors 
may intervene if the questioning exceeds reasonable limits. If appropriate 
and/or necessary, the officers may also ask questions of the applicant / 
licence holder. 

 
xi. The applicant / licence holder will respond to the questions asked in his/her 

own words and to the best of his/her ability (unless he/she has asked a 
representative to speak on his/her behalf). 

 
xii. When the Committee has finished discussing the matter with the applicant / 

licence holder and the officers (the hearing), the Chairperson will ask the 
applicant / licence holder if there is anything else he/she wants to say. 

 
xiii. All participants apart from the committee members, Legal Advisors, 

Monitoring/Deputy Monitoring Officer (if present)  and Committee 
Administrator will be asked to retire from the room while the Committee 
considers what it has heard and comes to its decision.  

 
Note: The Committee may call officers back if any further advice is required 
during its deliberations. Any such advice given to the Committee at this stage 
will be explained and repeated in the presence of all of the parties. The 
applicant / licence holder (or representative) has an opportunity to comment 
on this before the Committee makes its final deliberation. If comment is made, 
a further recess may be needed by the Committee. 
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The Council’s Legal Advisors will inform the Committee whether the advice 
already given has varied in response to the comment by anyone. 

 
xiii. When the Committee has reached its decision and the Committee 

Administrator has recorded the findings of facts, decision and any 
reasons/extra conditions required, if appropriate, the other participants will be 
called back into the meeting to be informed of the Committee’s decision. 
 

xiv. Following the meeting, the applicant / licence holder will receive a formal 
written confirmation of the Committee decision, if necessary, within a very 
short period (usually within five working days), together with information on 
how to appeal against the decision. 

 
 
17. Access by the Public and Press 
 

The hearing will be conducted in public except where the Council decides it is 

satisfied that it is necessary in all the circumstances of the case that all or part of the 

hearing should be in private, having regard to :- 

• Any unfairness to a party that is likely to result from a hearing in public; and 
• The need to protect as far as possible, the commercial or other legitimate 

interests of a party. 
 

Public and press will be excluded from the part of the hearing when they Committee 

discuss what decision to make in the case. 

 
 

18. Disruptive Behaviour 
 

The Committee may require any person attending the hearing who in its opinion is 

behaving in a disruptive manner to leave the hearing and may: - 

• Refuse to permit that person to return; or 
• Permit them to return only on such conditions as the Council may specify. 

 
Any such person may, before the end of the hearing, submit to the Council in writing 

any information which they would have been entitled to give orally had they not been 

required to leave and that information shall be taken into account in the Committee’s 

determination. 
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  Part One 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting:   15th January, 2020

Reporting Officer:    HR Manager  

(D)

Title: Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy

Summary and Conclusions: 

The report sets out the background to the development of an Employee 
Health & Wellbeing Strategy and its importance in creating a thriving and 
engaged workforce needed to support and deliver the Council Plan. 

Recommendations: 

To approve the Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy.

Report

The Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy has been developed by the 
Health & Wellbeing Working Group and provides a broad framework to help 
improve the health and wellbeing of our employees.  One of the priorities 
identified within the Workforce Strategy is employee health and wellbeing and 
creating the workforce needed to support and deliver the overarching Council 
Plan.

This strategy is aspirational and aims to put the commitment and structure in 
place to enable employees to thrive and in turn lead to greater resilience, 
innovation and productivity.  

An annual Employee Health & Wellbeing action plan will be developed, 
delivered and communicated throughout the organisation. Key groups will 
work in partnership to deliver the Strategy including senior managers, the 
Employee Health & Wellbeing Working Group and Health and Wellbeing 
champions.  It is anticipated that the action plan for 2020/21 will be drafted 
and agreed by the end of March 2020.

A number of policies, services and initiatives are already in place however in 
order to deliver the objectives to their full extent, resource will need to be 
identified.  Employee wellbeing is under the remit of the HR department 
however the level of commitment required to fulfil the objectives of this 
strategy will require additional resource.
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(i) Legal Implications

The recommendation has no legal implications.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no implications.

(iii) Financial Implications

The Health & Wellbeing Group will lead on the implementation of the Health & 
Wellbeing Strategy.  Additional staffing resources are likely to be needed 
during the implementation of the Strategy – for coordinating and promoting 
activities for example - and that may come from HR, from staff outside HR.  
There may also be external costs but that is not quantifiable at this stage as 
the Strategy is a framework and is partly aspirational.  The pace of the 
implementation will determine the resource requirement and a further report 
will be presented if significant financial outlay is required.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation aims to have a positive impact on the Health and 
Wellbeing of Council employees.

Background Papers

Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy attached.

Report Author

HR Manager
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Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy

Version Control:

Document Name: Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy

Version: 15012020

Author: HR Manager

Approved by: Executive Committee 

Date Approved: January 2020

Review Date January 2023
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Barrow Borough Council –Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy

Employee Health & Wellbeing Strategy
1. Introduction & Overview
1.1 Against a backdrop of considerable organisational change (not just in relation to 
what services we deliver but also how we deliver them), the Council’s Workforce 
Strategy sets out a general direction of travel in terms of a range of workforce issues 
so that employees feel engaged with their work, understand the organisation’s 
challenges and priorities, and recognise the importance and value of their 
contribution and involvement. The Workforce Strategy aims to create the workforce 
needed to support and deliver the overarching Council Plan.

1.2 One of the priorities identified within the Workforce Strategy is employee health 
and wellbeing.

1.3 We recognise that our employees are key to the delivery of the Council’s vision 
for the borough and have a direct impact on a daily basis on our residents’ 
experience of the Council.  When our employees are healthy, motivated and have a 
sense of wellbeing, then the experience and outcomes for our residents improves. 
As a large number of the Council’s workforce are also residents of the borough, 
improving the health and wellbeing of employees will also support improvements in 
health and wellbeing across the borough.

1.4 This Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy provides a broad framework to 
help improve the health and wellbeing of our employees. We aim to promote and 
encourage wellbeing at work. Wellbeing produces positive attitudes, engagement, 
motivation and innovative thinking. Wellbeing is an important factor in building 
employee engagement and is a key issue for the Council.  The Council is committed 
to continuing to address barriers to wellbeing as well as proactively identifying ways 
in which it can enhance employee wellbeing. This commitment is supported by 
elected members, trade unions and the senior management team.

1.5 We will do this through planned wellbeing initiatives, employee support 
mechanisms and joint working with employees, Trade Unions and other groups and 
networks.

1.6 We already have a number of policies, services and initiatives in place to support 
the development of a positive, healthy and motivated workforce. The Council will 
provide a safe, secure and positive working environment and manage employees 
fairly and in accordance with their needs. In return, employees will be responsible for 
supporting and improving their own health and wellbeing, taking advantage of 
learning and development and other wellbeing opportunities.

2. What are we aiming for?

2.1 The objectives of this Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy are to: 
 Ensure employees recognise the value the organisation places on their health 

& wellbeing.
 Promote, support and maintain a safe and healthy working environment
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 Improve the overall wellbeing of our workforce
 Encourage and support our employees to develop and maintain a healthy 

lifestyle.
 Support employees with health conditions to remain in work.
 Remove barriers that prevent employees with health conditions or 

impairments from achieving their potential
 Improve employee morale.

2.2 Delivery of these objectives will, in turn, support the provision of improved 
outcomes for our residents and an improved customer experience which links to 
objectives within the Council Plan.

3. What do we mean by “health and wellbeing”?
3.1 Previously, the link between health and work has been focussed on physical 
health. There is, however, a proven link between work and the physical and mental 
health and wellbeing of employees. This strategy takes an integrated approach to 
physical and mental health, with the actions identified aimed at supporting improved 
health and wellbeing in general.

3.2 This strategy recognises that a person’s health and wellbeing is unique only to 
them.  The Council’s approach is therefore about together in supporting employees 
to look after their own health and wellbeing which in practice could be very different 
for each individual across the workforce.

4. Why is it important?
4.1 Health & wellbeing is important because:

 It is a key factor in meeting the objectives of the Council’s Workforce Strategy;
 It supports the Council Plan vision of having a “healthy population” within the 

borough as many of our employees are also residents of the borough.
 It supports employee engagement at a time of continuing organisational 

change and uncertainty.
 It reiterates the importance of the Council’s legal duty under the Health & 

Safety At Work Act “to ensure as far as is reasonably practicable, the health, 
safety and welfare at work of all”.

5. What are the benefits of implementing a Health and Wellbeing strategy?
5.1 Benefits for the Organisation;

 Supports the achievement of our key business priorities
 Improved attendance at work and a reduction in sickness absence rates (and 

therefore costs).
 Greater engagement from employees leading to increased productivity.
 Improved retention of employees, reducing the cost of organisational turnover 

and retaining skilled and experienced employees.
 Improved customer experience.
 Enhanced reputation as a service provider within the local community.

5.2 Benefits to Employees;
 Increased engagement through a feeling of being valued, listened to and 

treated fairly.
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 Opportunity to develop potential with access to learning and development, 
increasing skills and potential for career progression.

 Employees feel they are more engaged in decisions that affect them and the 
services that they provide.

 Provides employees with the ability to deal with stress in a more effective 
manner.

 Access to appropriate support and information to enable employees to have 
the opportunity to look after their own health and wellbeing.

 Reduced sickness levels thereby reducing costs which helps retain jobs.
5.3 Benefits to our Customers;

 Improved access to services as a result of increased productivity and 
technological developments.

 Improved customer experience.

6. How will we make this happen?
The objectives of the Council’s Workforce Strategy are specifically dependant upon a 
healthy workforce. In conjunction with this, an annual Employee Health & Wellbeing 
action plan will be developed, delivered and communicated throughout the 
organisation. There are a number of key groups who will work in partnership to 
deliver the Strategy.  Key responsibilities are as follows:

Chief Executive/Directors/Assistant Director/Chief Officers are responsible for:
 Providing an environment that supports employee engagement, health & 

wellbeing 
 A safe and healthy environment for all employees at work
 Implementing safe systems of work to safeguard employee health and 

wellbeing.
 Accountability for their Directorates’ health, behaviour and performance.

Managers are responsible for:
 Promoting an environment that encourages employee engagement, health & 

wellbeing and flexible working.
 Engaging with employees to promote and improve health and wellbeing.
 Risk assessing work related stress and implementing necessary control 

measures to prevent harmful stress and consider the necessary support 
mechanisms at work.

 Supporting employees through a changing and challenging economic climate 
– enhancing coping capacity and developing a more flexible / agile work 
environment.

 Recognising work related stress amongst employees and offering necessary 
support and putting in place control measures.

 Creating a culture that where problems arise, they are quickly identified and 
solutions considered.

 Monitoring workload and working hours in relation to health and wellbeing.
 Implementing effective early intervention mechanisms relating to employee 

absence from work.
Employees are responsible for:

 Participating in the Council’s employee engagement, health & wellbeing and 
flexible working agendas.
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 Managing their own health and wellbeing to enable them to participate fully at 
work.

 Engaging with management to work together to enhance employee wellbeing.
 Reporting stress and ill health to management as early as possible.
 Sharing ideas for promoting health and wellbeing in workplace.
 Taking breaks, rest periods and annual leave in accordance with legislative 

and policy requirements.
Employee Health & Wellbeing Group

 Establish group to comprise senior management representation plus health 
champions

 Will develop, deliver and communicate annual Employee Health & Wellbeing 
action plan throughout the organisation

 Will collate key health information including sickness absence data, staff 
survey data, new policy development, use of support services such as 
counselling, Mental Health First Aiders (MHFA’s), and any other relevant 
source.

 Will meet regularly to discuss action plan progress, management of MHFA’s & 
Wellbeing Champions and any other corporate health activity or campaign.

 Annual report to Management Team on impact of Employee Health & 
Wellbeing Strategy and details of action plan for year ahead.

7. How we will measure the impact of what we are doing?
We will measure the effectiveness of the Strategy through:

 Levels and rates of sickness absence including work related stress.
 Turnover levels.
 Numbers and outcomes of Disciplinary and Grievance policy cases.
 Response to the introduction of any new wellbeing initiatives.
 Response to health & wellbeing question in Employee survey.
 Reviewing data including sickness absence, stress related absence, support 

services referrals etc.
 Feedback from various sources: e.g. MHFA’s, Wellbeing Champions

8. What support and information is already in place for employees?
A. Policies and Procedures 

 Absence Policy
 Flexitime and TOIL Policy
 Stress Policy 
 Drug & Alcohol Policy
 Smoking Control Policy
 Flexible Working Policy
 Purchased Leave Policy
 Dignity at Work Policy
 Discipline & Grievance Policies
 Childcare Vouchers
 Dealing with Unacceptable Behaviour
 Volunteering Policy
 Training & Development 
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 Appraisal

B. Resources, Services & Advice
 Training and Development opportunities including personal development
 Occupational Health Services
 Employee Counselling Services
 In-house Domestic Abuse Champions
 Free eyesight tests for regular IT Users
 Mediation Services
 Trade Union Membership
 Signposting to external organisations e.g. MIND, Every Life Matters, Credit 

Union, Furness Carers etc.
 Corporate Gym Membership 
 Discounted health food options 

C. Other Support
 Employee Recognition including attainment of qualifications, 100% 

attendance and long service
 Lunchtime workout sessions
 Cycle racks
 Engagement including staff surveys and slice groups

9. What will we do next?
Overall

 Encourage a network of health & wellbeing groups and initiatives across the 
Council

Accessibility
 Ensure that information is widely available in an accessible format to all 

employees on health & wellbeing matters, initiatives, updates and services
 Improve the accessibility of health & wellbeing activities for all employees

Health promotion
 Promote the benefits of a physically active life
 Facilitate a number of health improvement activities
 Promote national and local health campaigns

Mental Wellbeing
 Recruit, train and support MHFA’s to become a key point of contact for 

employees who are experiencing a mental health issue or emotional distress
 Recruit, train and support Wellbeing Champions to coordinate and support 

wellbeing initiatives within their department and help to meet the aims of this 
strategy

 Provide training to help managers/colleagues to spot signs and offer support 
to those with mental health/drug/alcohol related issues.

 Continue to promote availability of support through Employee Counselling 
Service.

 Raise awareness of Council’s commitment to statutory obligations under 
Violence Against Women, Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (Wales) Act 
2015.
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Communications & Engagement
 Hold events to raise awareness of health & wellbeing to employees. 
 Develop a communication plan to maintain on going awareness of health & 

wellbeing issues.
 Use existing forums to share information across the Council and seek 

feedback.
 Develop comprehensive information to signpost and promote awareness on 

the Council’s intranet 
 Hold a series of health & wellbeing focus groups with employees (including 

front line employees / hard to reach groups) to inform priorities for the action 
plan.

 Use the Employee Health & Wellbeing Group to oversee implementation, 
review and modification.  These actions will be collated into an action plan 
which will be monitored regularly, reviewed annually and revised priorities 
identified as necessary.

10. Equality
10.1 The Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy recognises that employees thrive 
in an environment where they are accepted and supported. To achieve this, it is 
important that strategy initiatives should be responsive to the specific requirements 
of protected characteristics of age, disability, gender, gender reassignment, marriage 
and civil partnerships, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion & belief, sex and 
sexual orientation.  Improving support for employees that have an impairment or 
disability will be a particular focus for the strategy and the positive impact on these 
employees will be one of the key indicators of its success.

11. Conclusion
11.1 Adoption and implementation of an Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy 
for the Council is a significant step forward towards meeting the objectives in the 
Council’s Workforce Strategy. It provides a framework and an impetus to support the 
continued development of the organisation as an employer of choice and confirms 
that Barrow Borough Council is planning to be best placed to meet future challenges 
through maximising the potential of its workforce.
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  Part One

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting:  15th January, 2020

Reporting Officer:  Director of Resources   

(D)

Title: Council Finances Quarter 2 2019-2020

Summary and Conclusions: 

This report sets out a summary of the Council finances for the period ended 
the 30th September, 2019; Quarter 1.  The report sets out the movement in 
budgets and reserves together with a review of the Quarter 2 outturn.

Recommendations: 

To note the report.

Report

1. General Fund Revenue

The General Fund revenue budget for 2019-2020 is currently £10.55m and is 
financed from the following sources:
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Expenditure and Funding Analysis

During the financial year the direct expenditure and income is compared to a 
profiled current budget.

The indirect items of expenditure and income are excluded from the analysis; 
treasury management, capital accounting, pension deficit, central service 
allocations and the use of reserves, giving £10.14m as the current budget for 
net direct expenditure.

This is an increase from Quarter 1 of £0.36m which comes from one-off items 
of expenditure being added to the General Fund revenue account, funded 
from earmarked reserves and additional income.

The reconciliation from Quarter 1 to Quarter 2 and the supporting tables for 
the charts within this report are contained in Appendix 1.

There are no exceptional items to report for Quarter 2; the reporting tolerance 
is 10%.  A lower tolerance is used operationally.

The Councils budgetary control is absolute at a detailed level; an approved 
budget is required prior to committing expenditure.

The Quarter 2 position by reporting divisions is:
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The Quarter 2 position by subjective heading is:

2. General Fund Reserves

The General Fund holds the following earmarked reserves:

 Medium Term Financial Plan Support – required budget support.
 Transformation - Budget Strategy implementation costs, efficiencies 

and invest to save projects.
 Renewals – operational and commercial property major works, capital 

projects and cyclical renewal of major items.
 Insurance - excesses payable over the medium term.
 Losses - partial exemption VAT threshold, Municipal Mutual Insurance 

scheme of arrangement and uninsured losses.
 Contingency - one-off items that are not in the core revenue budget, 

including business rate volatility.
 Others – funds for the apprentice positions created in 2014-2015, 

support for discretionary housing payments and transitional assistance 
for supported welfare organisations.

 Revenue grants - income which has no claw-back conditions attached 
and are yet to be applied to matching expenditure.
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Earmarked reserves at 1st April 2020 are currently estimated as:

3. Commercial Properties

The commercial property rent income for 2019-2020 is budgeted to be 
£1.47m. Changes in tenancies during this quarter reduce the income 
expected by £47k, but there will be further changes in the second half of the 
year that may recover this position.

4. Capital Programme

There are no Capital Programme revisions to report.

5. Treasury Management

The Council’s existing borrowing of £37.48m is all at fixed rates with the 
Public Works Loans Board.  The debt belongs to the General Fund £13.38m 
and the Housing Revenue Account £24.1m; one £1m loan matures in March 
2020.

The interest is paid half yearly and the total for 2019-2020 is £1.42m.
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The interest receivable on temporary cash deposits as at Quarter 3 is £118k 
and at 30th September, the Council’s funds were placed with:

6. Budget Strategy

As reported at the meeting on 24th July, the Budget Strategy has achieved a 
£1.9m savings of the £2.7m savings required, with the majority of the 
remaining saving included in the 2019-2020 General Fund revenue budget.

The resilience of the Budget Strategy into 2020-2021 is currently being 
assessed as part of the budget setting exercise.

7. Housing Revenue Account

The Housing Revenue Account budget was set as balanced with an estimated 
contribution to reserves of £0.38m; the current stock condition survey will 
determine the use of resources.

The earmarked reserve at 1st April, 2019, was £2.24m and the movement in-
year results in an estimated contribution to reserves of £0.17m, this primarily 
comes from additional one-off income.

(i) Legal Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no implications.
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(iii) Financial Implications

The financial implications are identified in the body of the report and budget 
monitoring will continue.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no adverse effect on the Health and Wellbeing of 
users of this service.

Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Director of Resources
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APPENDIX 1

General Fund - Financing

Quarter 1 Movement Quarter 2
£ £ £

Council Tax  4,681,130  0  4,681,130 
Business Rate Retention Scheme  3,280,920  0  3,280,920 
Other Government Grants  1,167,680  1,335,170 
   + Future High Streets  150,000 
   + EU Exit Preparations  17,490 
Revenue Support Grant  1,251,880  0  1,251,880 
Total  10,381,610  167,490  10,549,100 

Financing

General Fund Net Budget – Direct Costs

Quarter 1 Movement Quarter 2
£ £ £

Direct Net Expenditure  9,783,770  10,139,790 
Expenditure funded by:
   + One-off use of reserves  264,730 
   + Additional income  91,290 
Total  9,783,770  356,020  10,139,790 

Net Budget - Direct Costs

General Fund - Movement in Divisions

Quarter 1 Movement Quarter 2
£ £ £

Community Services  3,484,840  144,330  3,702,770 
Regeneration & Built Environment  708,180  151,730  786,310 
Resources  2,887,150  67,080  2,954,230 
Central Services  2,703,600  (7,120)  2,696,480 
Total  9,783,770  356,020  10,139,790 

Division:

General Fund - Earmarked Reserves Used

Quarter 1 Movement Quarter 2
£ £ £

Medium Term Financial Plan Support  7,880  (33,230)  (25,350) 
Transformation Reserve  (151,080)  (59,840)  (210,920) 
Renewals Reserve  (754,040)  (83,330)  (837,370) 
Insurance Reserve  (20,000)  0  (20,000) 
Losses Reserve  0  0  0 
Budget Contingency  294,660  (77,380)  217,280 
Other Earmarked Reserves  (78,290)  0  (78,290) 
Ring-fenced Grants  (137,240)  (10,950)  (148,190) 
Total  (838,110)  (264,730)  (1,102,840) 

Earmarked Reserves Used
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  Part One

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 15th January, 2020

Reporting Officer:  Assistant Director – 
Community Services

(D)

Title: Catering Contract – Forum and Dock Museum

Summary and Conclusions: 

This report advises the Executive Committee that the working group of 
members and officers which it had requested to review the procurement 
process for the Catering Contract has made two key suggestions for inclusion 
within the contract. These relate to the duration of the new contract and the 
future arrangements regarding catering within the Town Hall. The report 
confirms that these suggestions have been adopted into the requirements of 
the new contract.  It seeks approval to formally commence the procurement 
process.

Recommendations: 

To formally approve the commencement of the procurement process for the 
Catering Contract at the Forum and Dock Museum.

Report

At previous Executive Committee meetings, approval had been sought to 
extend the current Catering Contract to allow for a new contract to be drawn 
up and advertised. The Executive Committee established a working group of 
members and officers to review progress and to give clear direction on 
matters they wished to see included in the new arrangement.

This group has met on two occasions and has reviewed the work undertaken 
by the consultant the Council has engaged to review arrangements and 
develop a more favourable financial settlement in any contract going forward. 
Members also considered the range and scope of services which are currently 
provided at the two venues and recognised that there may be some changes 
to the types of service provided at the Forum and Dock Museum in any new 
contract, but the group will continue to review this through the procurement 
process and beyond. Members were broadly satisfied with the work on the 
new arrangements, but had two key suggestions for inclusion; these were that 
the duration of the new contract should be for 5 years with the potential for a 3 
year extension and, that unlike the existing contract, there should be no 
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exclusivity clause around the provision of catering within the Town Hall. This 
latter suggestion means that although any future contractor providing the 
catering service in the Forum and Dock Museum can be used to cater for 
events in the Town Hall, the Council is free to bring in external caterers for 
Town Hall events if it so chooses. This report confirms that these two 
suggestions have been adopted in the information and contractual 
documentation which is being prepared.

The working group will continue to meet through the procurement and into the 
new arrangement to review progress.

An early notice of the Council’s intention to tender the Catering Contract has 
been posted, and this report seeks the approval of the Executive Committee 
to formally commence the procurement process for this contract.  

(i) Legal Implications

The Council is engaging with external legal advice through the procurement 
process to ensure all matters are in order and in compliance with statutory 
and council regulations.

(ii) Risk Assessment

The recommendation has no implications.

(iii) Financial Implications

The recommendation has no financial implications.

(iv) Health and Safety Implications

The recommendation has no implications.

(v) Equality and Diversity

The recommendation has no detrimental impact on service users showing any 
of the protected characteristics under current Equalities legislation.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

The recommendation has no adverse effect on the Health and Wellbeing of 
users of this service.

Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Assistant Director - Community Services
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   Part One

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Date of Meeting: 15th January, 2020

Reporting Officer:      Democratic Services Manager

(D)

Title: Appointment on Outside Bodies, Panels, Working 
Parties etc.

Summary and Conclusions: 

The Council on 20th May, 2019 gave delegated authority to Committees to make 
appointments to Outside Bodies, Forums (except Housing Management Forum), 
Panels etc. in accordance with the number and allocation of seats to political 
groups agreed at the Annual meeting.

The report deals with a change to appointments on Outside Bodies.

Recommendations: 

The Committee is requested to agree that Councillor Ronson replaces Councillor 
Maddox as the Council’s representative on the Rural Joint Committee.

Report

A request has been received that Councillor Ronson replaces Councillor Maddox 
as the Council’s representative on the Rural Joint Committee.

(i) Legal Implications

When Councillors are acting as representatives on another authority they must 
comply with their Code of Conduct.

(ii) Risk Assessment

Not Applicable.

(iii) Financial Implications

Not Applicable.
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(iv) Health and Safety Implications

Not Applicable.

(v) Equality and Diversity

Not Applicable.

(vi) Health and Well-being Implications

Not Applicable.

Background Papers

Nil

Report Author

Democratic Services Manager
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